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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigation No. 731-TA-371 (Final)
FABRIC AND EXPANDED NEOPRENE LAMINATE FROM TAIWAN

Determination
On the basis of the record !/ developed in the subject investigation, the
Commission determines, pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United States
injured or threatened with material injury, and the

is

not materially

establishme~t

of an

industry in the United States is not materially retarded, by reason of imports
from Taiwan of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate, provided for in items
355.81! 355.82, 359.50, and 3_59.60 of the Tariff Sc.h_edules of the United
States, that have been found by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the
United States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation effective May 14, 1987,

'."
'·

following a preliminary

de~ermination

by the Department of Commerce that

imports of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate from Taiwan were being sold
at LTFV within the meaning of section 731 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673).

Notice

of the institution of the Commission's investigation and of.the public hearing
to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice
in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of
June 10, 1987 (52 F.R. 22010).

The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on

October 6, 1987, and all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted
to appear in person or by counsel.

11

The recqrd is defin~d in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 GFR 207.2(i)).
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VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
We determine that an industry in the United States is not materially
injured or threatened with material injury by reason of imports of fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate (FENL) fr.om Taiwan that have been sold at less than
.

1/ 2/

fau· value (LTFV). -

-

The condition of the domestic industry has

improved significantly over the per.iod of investi.gation and we find that it is
not now experienci.ng material injut'y.

Assuming that the i.ndustry wer.e

injured, there is no causal nexus between the condition of the industry and
the LTFV imports.

In particular, the imports have not caused either

significant adverse volume effects or significant pr.ice suppressing or
depressing effects.

Finally, we find no threat of injut•y because the producer

in Taiwan is opet'ati.ng at a high level of capacity, has a high and consistent
lev~l

of captive consumption and has ·substantial commitments to thit·d-country

markets.
I.ike Product and Domestic Industry
As a .threshold matter, the Commission must identlfy the domestic industry
against which to assess ·the impact of the unfairlr traded i.mports.

Section

771(4)(A) of the Tari.ff Act of 1930 def.i.nes "domestlc industl'y" as "the

1/ . Material retardation of the establishment of an industry in the United
States is not. an issue. in this investigat.ion and will not be di.scussed further.
Chair.man L:i.ebeler and Vice Chair.man Brunsdale do not concur with the
views on causation expressed in this opi.nion and, accordingly, do not concur
in the summary of t'easons for the determi.nation of no causal nexus in the
test. See Additional Views of Chair.'ltlan Li.'ebeler, i.nfra, and Additional Views
of Vice Chairman Brunsdale, infra_.
21
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domestic producers as a whoie o'f ·a like product, or those producers whose
collective output of the like product constitutes a major
domestic production of that product."

3/

po~t.lon

of the total

"Li.ke product," in turn, is

defined as "a product which is like, or i.n the absence of like, mosl similar
l.n chat•acteristi.cs and uses with, the artlcle subject to an investigation

!I

~/

The imported article that i.s the subject of this investigation is fabric
and expanded neoprene laminate (FENJ~). ~/

11

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

4/

19 u.s.c. § 1677(10).

In several prior :i.nvestigations

In making the like product determi.nation and in comparing that product
to the appropriate imported product, the Commission examines· (i) physical
characterist:i.cs and uses, (ii) i.nterchangeability, (iii) channels of
distribution, (iv) common manufacturing facilities and production employees,
and (v) customer or producer percepti.ons. ~. ~. Nitrile Rubber from
Japa'h, Inv. No. 731-TA-384 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2027 at 4 (Oct. 1987);
certain Bi.metallic Cylinders from Japan, Inv·. No.·· 731-TA-383 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2017 at 5 (Sept. 1987); Certain Copier Toner from Japan, Inv. No.
731:...TA-373 (PreHiniti.ary)', USITC Pub. 1960 (July 1987). The like product
determi.nati.on is essenHally factual and is made on case-by-case basis. Minor
variations ln prodticts are ·insufficient cause t·o find separate like products.
s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979); Fabric and Expanded
Neoprene Laminate· from Tai.wan, Inv. No. 731-TA:-371 (PreU.minary), USITC Pub.
1944 at 4 (Feb. 1987). See,~. Color Picture Tubes from Canada, Japan, the
Republic of Korea, and Singapore, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-367 through 370
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1937 at 4 (.Jan. 1987).
51

6/
The article subject to investigation is determined by the Department of
Commerce" (Commerce·). Commerce has determ'i.ned that " [ t ]he product covered by
this investigati.on ts fa.bric and expanded neoprene laminate, as provided for
in items 355.8100, 355.8210, 355.8220, 359.5000 and 359.6000 of the Tariff
Schedules of· the United States Annotated (TSUSA). · This material is used
primarily in the manufacture of wet suits and similar products for the scuba
divl.ng and' recreational markets." 52 Fed. Reg. 371.93 (Oct. 5, 1987),
reprinted iri Report of the Commi.ssion (Report) at Appendix B, al A-44.
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the- Cororn.ission, having examined the like product· issue·extei\sively,

ll

deter.mined that all domestic FENI.s (petitioner Rubatex' FENLs denominated·
· G-231-N, R-1400-N, R-6000-N~ . R-131-N, and 008; and Kirkhi 1.1 RUbber co·.' s FENLs
denominated LK300, ssooo, OS450, and SE500) are encot'npa.ssed within the scope
of the Hke product.

The commission rejected arguments that certain domestic

FEUJ4s, pt•incipally G-2.31-N, should be excluded ft•om the scope of the· like
8/

product.· .,..

In this investigation, petitioner urged the commission to adhere to' the
.

9/

earlier definition of the like p1·oduct .. -

Shei Chung Hsin Indt.istria t ·

company, T4td. ( Sheico) , the producer and exporter :i.n Ta:i.wari; argued however
that only petitioner's 008 grade FENL is the like product because oniy the 008
:i.s in' direct competition with the four grades of FENL from Taiwan': lO/

We

find Sheico's arguments unpersuasive.
·.l

71
Fabr.ic and Expanded Neoprene Laminate from Taiwan, Inv ..· No. -731-TA-3 71
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1944 at 4-8 (Feb. 1987) (FENL from Taiwan
(Prelimi.nary)); Fabric and Expanded Neoprene Laminate from Japan, Inv. No.
731-TA-206 (Final), USITC Pub. 1721 at 3-8 (July 1985) (FENJ4 from Japan
(Fi.nal)); Fabric and E>Cparided Neoprene Laminate from Japan, ·rnv. No .
. 731-TA-206 (Preliminary), USITC.Pub. 1608.at·4...:.8· (-Nov. 1984) (FENL from Japan
· (Preliminary)).

ft!

FENL from Taiwan (Pre.Uminary) at 7-8. C:oroinissioner Robt• determined
that petltioner's G-231-N was not encompassed within the like product. Id. at
8 ,· n~ 23;
9/ ·

Transcript of the Heari.ng (Tr.) at 57. ·

10/
Shei.co ·postheari.ng Bri.ef at 1-3: Sheico asserts· that Rubatex' other·
principal products (R-1400-N and the R-131-N) are comparable to products of
the other U.S. manufacturer, Kirkhill, but not to the FENL from Taiwan and
that G-231-N is of. so much higher quality than all other FENLs that it does
not compete with them. Sheico prehearing Brief. at 5~6.
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As noted in prior :tn:vestigat.ions·, all grades of FENL have essentially the
same chemical composition and the same genet~al physical characteristics, 'even
. though the it' tecbnlcal spec i.f ications vary.

Moreover, each grade of FENJ. may

be used for ea.ch FENL application, although one grade may be preferred over
·another for a particular end use.

1!/

Each domestic producer ·manufactures

its various grades of F!HL on the same production lines.

12/

~

Althou~h Rubatex OOS·is perceived as the most direct competitor of the

subject j_mports, purcbaset"s also perceive Rubatex R-1400-N, R-131-N, and
G-231-N as substitutable for the imports. 1.3/ ·Some purchasers' report
substituti.ng among sources and grades of FENI. and, of those, some do not.
.1
h .
.
.
' 14/
di sc ose t ei.r sources to then• customers. Accordingly, we reject t:.he at•gument that only peti.tfoner' s 008 is the
'

'

like product and .adhere to the definitions of li.ke product and domest.ic
industry we adopted l.n FEHL from Tai.wan (Preliminary), supra.

151

·.,

11/

FENL from .Japan (Final) at 5.
,,

1.2/
G-231-N differs .from the other domestic FENI.s in its manufacture because
i t is expanded by being i.nfused wi.th nitt•ogen gas at high pressure ·r~ther t:.han
being chemically blown. Otherwise,. i.t :1.s manufactured on t~e ·same production

lines usi.ng the same workers, plant, and ma~hi.nery. FE.NL. from Jap.an (Final),
supra, at 5 .. ·See FENT. from Taiwan (Pt•elimlnary), supra, llt A-2, n. 4.
13/
Report at A-24-25. · See also EC-'K-428 at 1 (Nov. 3, 1987). Although
G-231-N is preferred for the professional and serious amateur diving market,
the data dQ not suggest that the subject imports cannot be used for these ·
applications. There is direct substitutability of the subject imports and
G-231-N i.ri sports medicine applicatlons. EC-'K-4Z8, supra, at 1:
14/

Report at A-25.

15/
comini.ssioner Rohr again determines that G-231-N is not encompassed·
withi.n the .scope of t.he ti.lee product for the reasons he expressed in FENL from
Tai.wan (Preliminat•y), supra, at 8, n. 23.
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16/ 17/
-

_c_o_n_d_i_t_i_o_n~o_f~t_h_e_~_d_o_m_e_s_t~i_c~i._n_d_u_s_t_r.~Y·

In evaluating the condition of t.he domesti.c i.ndustry, we considered,
among other. factors, U.S. production, capacity utilization, domestic.
·,

J

•

•

•

~

•

shipments, i.nventor.ies, employment, and financial performance over. the entire
.
.
.
18/ 19/
period of 1nvest1gat1on. Starting from a base of weak per.for:mance in 1.984,

201

the domestic

industry experienced s:i.gnificant improvement in a number of indicators through
'

the first half of 1987.

211

Domestic productive capacity was unchanged

16/
As the domestic industry consists of only two f:i.rms, most of the data
regarding the economic performance and condition.of the industry ar.e
confidential and may be discussed only i.n general tet-ms.
17/
Commi.ssioner Rohr.notes that, as he did not include G-231-N within the
scope of the l:i.ke product, in considering the condition of the domestic
industry and the.question of causation, the industry he considered did not ·
include G~231-N.
18/

See 19 u.s.c. § i677{7)(C)(iii).

19/
The data obtained in this i.nvestigation cov.er. calendar years 1984, 1985,
and 1986 and par·tial years January-June 1986, ·and .January-.June 1.987. The
financial.data cover. accounting years 1984, 1985, and 1986 and the interim
accou.nting periods· ending June 30, 1986, and .June _30, 198.7. Report at Table· 8.
20/
In FENL fr.om Japan (Final), supr.a; at, t~e Commissi.on noted that almost
all of the economk indicators of the condition of the domest~ic industry
declined for the period 1982 through March 1985.
21/.
Relying on the improvements in the condition of the domestic i.ndustt·y
during the most recent per.iods, Sheico argued .that "the cur.rent U. s. i.ndustt·y
is healthy and cannot be said' to be suffering 'material injury[,]' .. suggesting
that the Commission make a negative determination on this basis alone. Sheico
prehearing brief at 2. See American Spr.i.ng Wire Corp. v. United States, 590
F.Supp. 1273 (CIT 1.984), aff'd sub nom. Ar.mco Inc. v'. United States, 750 F.2d
249 (Fed. Cir. 1.985). Nevertheless, injury must be deter.-mined on a
(Footnole continued on next page)
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throughout the per.i.od of investigat:i.on.

Domestic production and capacity

utiUzation generally declined from 1984 to 1985, but rose in 1986 to levels
greater than the 1984 levels.

Domestic shipments also fell in 1985, but

recovered partially in 1986.

All three indicators showed significant

i.mprovement i.n Januat'y-June 1987 compared to January-June 1986.

221 231

The divergence between production and sbi.pments duri.ng 1986 was due to
petitioner's decision to stop selling FENI. seconds, thus increasing its
.
.
1.nventor.1.es
o f second s. -24/

That increase i.n inventories slowed

_substantially in intet'im 1987.

(Footnote conti.nued ft•om previous page)
case-by-case basis and, although the data generally reveal improvements for
interim year 1.987, the most recent trends i.n economic indicators are not
necessarily dl.sposi.tive. See Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes an~ Tubes from
the Philippines and .Singapore, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-293, 294, and 296 (Final),
USITC Pub. 1907 at 9 (Nov. 1.986). In this case, while greater weight is given
to the more recent developments i.n the industry, we have examined the
industry's performance over the entit-e period of investigation.
Aside from the usual reasons for examini.ng the industt'y over the entire
period of investigation, several spectfic factors mi.Ht.ate in favor of doing
so het'e. Fi.rst, we know from FENI~ ft'_om Japan (Final), supra, that the
i.ndustry suffered substant.lal declines through 1984, most of which persisted
i.nto 1985, so that an examination of the .entire period of lrivestlgation here
gives us a more complete context in which to examine the magnitude of the
recent i.rnprovements. Second, the data for January-.June 1986 (when annualized)
show substantially poorer performance than the annual. data for 1985 and 1986.
Thus, reliance on these data alone would appear to exaggerate the actual
:l.mpt•ovement i.n the condition of the domestic industry.
22/

Report at Tables 1 through 4.

23/
commissioner Rohr notes that the same trends are apparent for the
industry excluding G-231-N. See Id. at Tables 2 and 4.
24/
FENL from Taiwan (Pt•eli.minary), .supra, at 9. Seconds consi.st of sheets
of FENL characteri.zed by such imperfections as wr.i.nkles, fabric stains or
color bleedi.ng, variations in thickness. The imperfection reduces the usable
ar.ea of the sheet. Sheets of seconds cotnmanded proportionally lower prices in
the market. See FENL fr.om Taiwan (Preli.mi.nary) at 6.
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Emplo}rment data· show decH.nes through 1986· ~ with .some· over.all
251

during the fir.st six months of 1987."'·.

reboµn~

Those decHnes.-.must :be·, viewed,

however, in the context of the productivity increase over the per.iod of
invesHgation.

Output per

~an

hour increased substantially from 1984 through

1986, reflecting the fact that 1986 production, whlch.was.gr.eater than 1984
produ~tion,

was accompU.shed by a significantly smaller work force working a

26/
slgniHcantly smaller
number of hours. . .
'
-~

The same is true when

January-June 1987 is compared wlth .January-June 1986.

Thus, the dee lines in

I".<

employment data stem predominantly, if not exclusively, from improved
,_·,

productive efficlency of the domestic pt•oducers.
i

The

impr.ove~~nt

financlal data.

211

in the industry's condition is most apparent in the

..

Net sales declined fr.om 1984 to 1985, partially

rebounded in 1986, and then increased signlficantly from January-June 1986 to
',.

Janµary-.June 1987.

Operating income increased substantially in 1986 from the

1984-85 levels and rose sharply agal.n in the ftrst six months of 1987.

Cash

flow also improved substantiS:lly :i.n 1986 and the first half of 1987, as did
28/

operating :i.ncome as a percentage of net sales. -

In sum, the performance of this lndustry has improved substantially over
the cour.se of this "investigation· and we conclude that the industry i_s not.

251

Report at Table 7.

26/

Id. at Tables 2 and 7.

271
The Commissiori. received usable financiacl data only· from Rubate_x Corp ..
We ·note ·that Rubatex' FENL operations are· far ,larger than Ki.r.khi.11,'-s FENL
operations. Id. at A-12.
·
28/

Id.

10 -

29/
.
.
experiencing material injury. -.-

Assuming ar.guendo that mater.isl injut·y

exists, we next consider .whether such injury is by reason of the subject
imports.
No material iniury by reason of the LTFV imports 301
In determinillg whether there is mater.ial injury "by reason.of" the LTFV
i.mpor.ts under .lnvestigation, the Commission considers, among other factors,
the volume of. imports subject to investigation, the effect of these imports on
prices i.n the United States for the Hke product, and the imp_l_lct of such
.

'

.

. . 31/

imports on the relevant domestic industry. --

The volume of imports (measured in thousands of square feet), starting
from a low base ln 1984,·gr.ew sharply in 1985 and again in

19~6,

before

declining.over. fifty percent from January-June 1986 to January-June
1987.

321

As a percentage of apparent domestic consumption, the volume of

imports (again measut"ed i.n thousands of square feet) rose sharply from 1984 to
1986, before

~eclini.ng

by half from .January-June 1986 to January-.June
i

29/
We are awar.e that some of thi.s improvement may have been due to the
issuance of an antidumplng order against lmports ft•om .Japan in 1985. See 50
Fed. Reg. 29466 (.July 19, 1985).
30/
Because.there is only one exporter of FENL from Taiwan and a J.hnited
. number of importers, the data concerning the effect or lack of effect of the
imports on the domestic industry may be discussed only in general terms.
31/

19 U.S:C· § 1677(1)(B).

32/
Report at.Tabte·lO. The Commlssion•s preliminary investigation was
inst.ttuted on March 15, 1987. G.tven·the lead times for the placing of orders
and the t:i.me required for shipment from Taiwan, it is· extr.emely unlikely that
the pendency of this i.nvestlgation had more than a mlnimal impact, if any
impact at all, on the volume of imports durlng January-June 1987.

- 11 -

1987.

331

·

However, the l986 import data are skewed by a substantial volume of
34/

seconds. -

The usable· area of the seconds was substantially less than: the

usable area· of first quality mat·erial, so that measures of absolute area of
imported FENT. over·state the real· impact of the impor.ts.

Since the pri.ces of

seconds reflect the reduced' usable area per sheet, the more appropd.ate
approach i. s to consider the imports on a vah.ie bas is .

When so considered, the

imports increased sharply from 1984 to 1985, but then increased more slowly
from 1985 to 1986, before falling in the first half .of 198J..

351

Imports from Taiwan:, as a percentage of apparent domestic consumption on
a value basis', 1:ncr.eased substantially fr.om 1984 to 1.985, then increased
slightly from 1985 t.o 1986.

From January-.June 1986 to .January-.June 1987, the

percentage declined t.o the' tevel of 1985.
penetration· by value· remained low.

361

·

For all periods the import

Further., notwithstanding the fluctuations

in the volume of such ·imports', the c·ondi.tion of the domestic industr.y
cont 1.nued to improve.· ·
The same lack of 'impact is apparent when prices are con·stder.ed.

The ·

commission: requested' quarterly pricing data for four common thicknesses of

33/

Id. at Table 13.

34/
See footnote 24, supra. We further note that the relat:.i.vely large
volume of seconds pr:uduced by Sheico and sold in the United States was related
to the start up of new production facilities in Taiwan~ Tr. at 77-79.
35/

Report at Table 11.

36/

Id. at Table 13.

- 1.2 -

FENL.

Domest.lc prices were generally above those of the imports.

With one

exception, pr.lees for each of the four. thicknesses increased throughout the
period of investigation.

371

$ome of those. pd.ce increases OCCUt'red at

t.imes of increasing volumes of :i.mports from Taiwan.

In addition to absolute

changes in pt'ice, t'ising pr.ice levels are important because, when compared to
costs in this industt'y,., they reflect increasing pt'ofitability.
r.ecord does not support any inference of
depression.
industry.

pt'~ce

Moreover, the

suppression or price

There wet'e nQ allegations of lost revenues by the domestic
Finally,

althou~h

sales by the domestic

there were some substantial allegations of lost

ind~stry,

virtually none of the allegations were

confi.t'med and even where sales were actually lost, the volume of those lost
sales was quite small.
The lack of prlce impact is reinforced

~y

the fact that sourcing

decisions are based i.n part on factors other than price.

Although several

considerations equally favor the domestic and the imported pt'oduct, the
domestic product appears to have enjoyed a substantlal edge in
the period of investigation.

qu~lity

over

As we know ft'om our past investigations and as

confir.med by the record to this investigation, purchasers of FENJ. place a
relatively high premium on quality and are particularly concerned with four
kinds of defects -- delamlnation, color inconsislency, variation. in thickness,
38/
and color fading and running. -

37/

Report at Table 14.

38/

Report at A-28.

Discussions with purchaset's by Commission

- 13 -

staff indicate that the Taiwan producer. has had quality problems,_ although the
391
.
. •
.
] . t yo f 1ts
qua.1
prQ d uc t h as b e~n_1mpr~v1ng.
-

Accordingly, the record.

~oes

not reveal any

s~gnificant

effects of the

subject imports on the doinestic;
and we. find that thei;-e is no material
. . i.ndµstry
.
.
injury by, reason of the LTFV imports from Taiwan.
No threat of material injury by reason of the t.TFV i.mports

In determining whether.

there is a threat of material injury by reason of

the subject imports, the commission is directed 'to cons'ider, inter·'alia, any
existing unused for.eign capacity or increase in foreign' productive capacity
likely to result in a significant increase in exports to the United States,
any rapid i.ncrease in

u. s.

market penetration and the li.ke lihood· that such

penetration ~ill. increase to an injurious level, the probability that imports
will enter the United States at prices tbat will have a depress.ing' or
suppressing effect on domestic prices' any substantial increase '"in. inventories
.

.

.

'· ·.

.

.·40/ 41/

1n the Un1ted States, and the potentt.al for product-shi.ftt.ng. -

-·

A

fi.nding of threat of material i.njury must be based on "evidence that the
threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is imminent," and
such a determination may not be based on "mere conjecture ot•

39/
Report;. .at A-28.
as inferior:
40/

·-.•'

'

For some _a~plicat;.ions, Taiwan quaii,~Y. is still viewed

19 U.S.C. § l677(7)(F)(i).

41/
Potential for produc~_-shifti.ng i.s not. an i.ssue. in this investigation
because there are no pr.oducts subject to investigation or. to final orde'rs that
use production facilities that can be shifted· to the production of FENT..
Report at A-18.

.- 1.4 -

supposi.tion."

421

The data the Commission received in this investigation reveal that Shel.co
43/

increased its capacity from 1984 to 1986. --

However, throughout the

period of investigation, Sheico•s capacity utilization was very high.
Although exports to the United States increased (except for the decline i.n
.January-June 1987), She.ico• s captive consumption and sales to thit·d-country
44/

markets increased at an·equal or greater rate. --

Sheico has stated that

i t will notbe_significantly changing its productive capacity in

Taiwan.

451

In addition, available information suggests that Shei.co will

not decrease its exports to lhir.d-country.mar.kets in order to i.ncrease expor.ts
.
46/
to the United States. -In fact, the recent decli.ne in _exports to the United States is li.kely to
continue.

In the first place_, Sheico is pri.mar.ily a manufacturer of wetsuits

471
• components an d uses tts
•
•
f.or t hi s. -an d wetsu1t
own FENL pro d uct1on
appears to be its pt'eferred line of bus:i.ness.

42/
19 U. S .c. § 16 77 ( 7)(F)( ii).
Sess. 88-89 (1979).
43/

This

It has only a s~ll :i.nventory

See also S. Rep. No .. 249, 96th Cong., 1st

Report at Table 10.

44/
Id. Sheico .bas provi.ded·the commtssion with copies of purchase .or.der.s
substant:i.ating a sign.ificant porti.on of the thit'd country·s~les.
45/

Report at A-19.

46/

Report at A-19-20; Sheico posthearing brief at 8.

47/

Report at A-19; Tr. at 65, 71-72, 80.

- 15 -

48/
of FENL, of which only a part is available for export. -

Second, Go

Sport, Sheico's sister company in the United states, has purchased land and is
in the process of constructing facilities in South Carolina for the production
of FENL and wetsuits.
1989.

491

It expects FENL to begin production there in

Thus, an increase in import penetration, much iess an increase to

injurious levels' is unlikely ..
Nor do we believe that future imports will be priced at levels that would
have signHicant adverse effects on the prices of the like product.

Prices of

imports from Taiwan did not signiftcantly affect U.S. prices for the like
product during 1:.he period of investigation and there is no evidence that they
will do so in the foreseeable future.
Finally, the ratlo of i.mporter stocks to shipments has declined
.

501

substantially since 1.985. -

Accordingly, we determi.ne that there is no tht'eat of material injury to
the domestic industry by reason of less-than-fair-value imports of fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate from Taiwan.

48/

Report at A-19; Sbeico postheat'ing brief at 8.

49/

Report al A-20; Tr. at 81-82.

50/

Id. at A-19 ..
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(Public Version)
ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN LIEBELER
Fabric and Expanded Neoprene Laminate
from Taiwan
Inv~ No. 731-TA-371 (Final)
I join my . collegues in determining that an i.ndustry
in the United States is not materially injured or
threatened

wi~h

material injury, by .reason of imports of

fabric and expanded neoprene lamirate (FENL) from Taiwan
that the Department of Commerce has determined to be sold
.

1

at less than fair value (LTFV).
I concur with the majority in their definition of the
like product and the domestic industry, and with their
discussion.of the condition of thedoinestic industry, and
'·

their analysis of threat of material injury.

I offer

these additional views on causation of material injury .

.

'

Material Injury by Reason of Imports

In order for a domestic industry to prevail in a
final investigation, the Commission must determine that
'

'"

.

1

Since there exists a dom~stic industry producing FENL,
material retardation was not an issue in this
investigation. and ~ill not be discussed furth.er.

18

the dumped imports cause or threaten to cause material
injury to the domestic industry producing the like
product.

The Commission must determine whether the

domestic industry producing the like product is materially
injured or is threatened with material injury, and whether
any injury or threat thereof is by reason of the dumped
imports.

Only if the Commission· finds a reasonable

indication of both injury and causation, will it make an
affirmative determination in the investigation.

Before analyzin,g the data, however, _the first
question is whether the statute is clear or whether one
must resort to the legislative history in order to
interpret the relevant sections of the import relief law.
In general, the accepted rule of statutory construction is
that a statute, clear and unambiguous on its face, ne.ed
not and cannot be interpreted using secondary sources.
Only statutes that are of doubtful meaning are subject to
2

such statutory interpretation.

The statutory language used for both parts of the
analysis is ambiguous.

2

"Material injury" is defined as

c. sands, Sutherland statutory Construction

( 4th ed . , 19 8 5 • ) •

§

45.02

19

"harm which is not

inc.onsequenti~l,

immaterial, or.

3

unimportant."

As for the causation test, "by reason

of" lends itself to no easy interpretation, and has been
the subject of much debate by past and present
commissioners.

Clearly, well-informed persons may differ

as to the· interpret.ation of the causation and materiai ·
injury sections of title VI:t.

·Therefore, the legislative

history becomes helpful in interpreting- .title VII.

The ambiguity arises in part because.it is clear .that
the presence in the United States of additional foreign
supply will always make the domestic industry worse off •
..,
Any time a foreign· producer exports products to th_e United
States, the increase in supply, ceteris paribus, must
result in a lower price of the product than would
otherwise prevail.

If a downward effect on price;

accompanied by a Department of Coinmerce dumping finding
and a Commission f indlng that financial indicators were
down were all that were required for an.affirmative
determination, there would be no need to inquire further
into causation.

3

19 U.S.C.

§ 1977(7) (A) (1980).

20

But the legislative history shows that the mere
presence of LTFV imports is not sufficient to establish
causation.

In the legislative history to the Trade

Agreements Acts of 1979, Congress stated:
'[T]he ITC will consider ·information which
indicates that harm is caus~d by factors other
4

than the less-than-fair-value imports.
The Finance Committee emphasized the need for an
exhaustive causation analysis, stating, nthe Commission
must satisfy itself that, in ·1ightof all the information
presented, there is a sufficient causal link between the
5

less-than-fair-value imports and the requisite injury.n

The Senate Finance

Co~ittee

acknowledged that the

causation analysis would not be easy:

"The determination

of the ITC with respect to causation, is under current
law, and will be, under section 735, complex and
.

'.

t

'

difficult, and is a matter for the judgment of the
6

ITC."

Since the domestic industry is no doubt worse

4

Report on the Trade Agreements Act of 1979,
249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 75 (1979).
5

Id.
6

Id.

·s.

Rep. No.
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off by the presence of any imports (whether LTFV or fairly
traded) and Congress has directed that this is not enough
upon which to base an affirmative determination, the
Commission must delve further to find what c9ndition
Congress has attempted to remedy.

In the

l~gi~lative

history to the 1974 Act, the Senate

:,Finance Committee stated:
This Act is ·not a 'protectionist' statute
designed to bar or restrict U.S. imports; rather,
it is a statute designed to free U.S. imports
from unfair price discrimination practices. * * *
The Antidumping Act is designed to discourage and
prevent foreign suppliers from using unfair price
discrimination practices to the detriment of a
7

United States industry.
Thus, the focus. of the analysis must be on what
constitutes unfair pri.ce discrimination and what harm
results therefrom:
[T]he Antidumping Act does not proscribe
transactions which involve selling an imported
product at a price which is not lower than that
needed to make the product competitive in the
U.S. market, even though the price of the
imported product is lower than its ho;me market
8

price.

Trade Reform Act of 1974,
·.·-sess. 179.
8

Id.

s.· Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong. 2d

22

This "complex and difficult" judgment by the
Commission is aided greatly by the use of economic and
financial analysis.

One of the most important assumptions

of traditional microeconomic theory is that firms attempt
9

to maximize profits.

Congress was obviously familiar

with the economist's tools:

"[I]mporters as prudent

businessmen dealing fairly would be interested in
maximizing profits py selling at prices as high as the
10

.

U.S. market would bear."

An assertion of unfair price discrimination should be
accompanied by a factual record that can support such a
conclusion.

In accord with economic theory and the

legislative history, foreign firms should be presumed to
behave rationally.

Therefore, if the factual setting in

which the unfair imports occur.does .not support any gain
to be had by unfair price discrimination, it is reasonable
to conclude that any injury or threat of injury to the
domestic industry is not "by reason of" such imports.

9

see, ~' P. Samuelson & w. Nordhaus, Economics 42-45
(12th ed. 1985); w. Nicholson, Intermediate Microeconomics
and Its Application 7 (3d ed. 1983).
10

Trade Reform Act of 1974, s. Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong. 2d
Sess. 179.
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In many cases unfair price discrimination by a
competitor would be irrational.

In

general~

it is not

rational to charge· a price b,elow .that necessary to sell
one's product.

In certain circumstances, ·a firm .may try

to capture a sufficient market share.to be able to raise
its price in·the future.

To move from a position where

the firm has no market power to a position where the firm
has. such power, the firm may lower its price below that
which is necessary to meet

competition~

It' is this ·

condition which Congress must have meant when,it charged
us "to discourage and prevent foreign suppliers .from using
unfair price discrimination ·practices to the detriment of
11
a United States industry."

11
Trade Reform Act of 1974,
Sess. 179.

s. Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong. 2d

12
Inv. No. 731-TA-196 (Final), USITC Pub. 1707, at 11-19
(1985) (Additional Views of Vice Chairman Liebeler).

24

The stronger the evidence of the following
. • the more likely that an affirmative
determination will be made:· ( 1) large and
increasing market share, (2) high dumping
margins , .( 3 ) homogeneous products, . ( 4).:
declining prices and (5) barriers to entry
to.other foreign producers (low elasticity
13

of supply of other .imports).·
The statute requires the Commission to examine the volume
of imports, the effect of imports on prices, and the
14
general impact of imports. on domestic producers.

The,

legislative history provides some guidance for applying
these crite:r;-ia.

The-factors incorporate botQ the

statutory crit.eria and the guidance provided by the
legislat.i,ve h.istory.

Each of these factors is evaluated·

below.

causation analysis

Examining import penetration is important because
.

.

.

unfair price discrimination has as its goal, and cannot
take place in the absence of, market power.

The market

penetration of imports under investigation on a value
basis increased from ---- in 1984 to ---- in 1986, but

13

Id. at 16.

14

19 u . s • c.

§

16 77 ( 7 ) ( B) - ( c) ( 19 8 o

&

cum. supp. 19 8 5) .
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in interim· 1987, compared with

fell to

in

15
interim 1986.

Although import penetration increased

from 1984 to 1985 the increase slowed in 1986 and declined
in interim 1987 to the level of 1985. The market share is
very low and consistent with a negative determination.
r:,

The second factor is a high margin of dumping.

The

higher the margin, ceteris paribus, the more likely it is
that the product is being sold below the competitive price
and the more likely it is that the domestic producers will
be adversely affected.

The Commerce Department determined

that the weighted average 'dumping margin is 0.8%.

This

margin is very. low and is consistent with a negative·
determination.

The third factqr is the homogeneity of the products.
The more homogeneous· the products, the greater will be the

15
Staff Report at A-23, Table 13. Quantity based
penetration increased '.from ---- in 1984 to .---- in 1986 ,
but fell to ---- in interim 1987 compared to ---- in
interim 1986. Quantity based penetration overstates
penetration because it includes seconds for which one
sheet may be only 50% usable. This problem is eliminated
in quality based data because seconds are priced to
compensate for unusable portions.
I note that using
quantity-based penetration data would not have changed my·
determination in this investigation. Import penetration
data are confidential and may not be cited in this opinion.

26
effect of any unfair practice on domestic producers.
The domestic and the imported product differ in quality,
appearance, and number of available grades; all factors
upon which purchasers of FENL base their selection.

A

majority of purchasers familiar with domestic and
Taiwanese FENL judge domestic FENL of equal or higher
quality.

In addition, the domestic industry offers

several grades of FENL, while the Taiwanese offer only
one.

On the other hand, a majority of purchasers have

stated that the Taiwanese have the edge in color
selection, and that this was a major. factor in choosing
16

the imported product over the domestic product.
There are important differences between domestic and
Taiwanese FENL.

As to the fourth factor, evidence of declining
domestic prices, ceteris paribus, might indicate that
domestic producers were lowering their prices to maintain
market share.

The Commission asked U.S. producers and

importers to provide the quantity and f .o.b. selling
prices for their largest sale of each of four sizes of

16

Report at A-26-28.

27

fabric and expanded neoprene laminate, by quarters.
17

prices rose siightiy'from' 19S4-19B7.
.

.

.

U.S.
.

This factor is

consistent with a negative determi'nation.

..

The fifth factor is foreign supply elasticity
(barriers to entry).

If there is low foreign elasticity

of supply (or barriers to entry) it is more likely that a
producer can gain market power.

During the period of the

investigation, Japan was the maj~r exporter of FENL to the

u.s.

From 1984~86 imports, measured in quantity, from

Taiwan inc~eased, but still remained well ·below the level
of exports from Japan.
of apparent

Japan accounted for more than half

u.s. consumption from

.1984..-86, whether

measured in quantity or in value terms.: while Taiwanese
FENL accounted for only between ---- and ---measured in quantity terms, and ---------- measured in
18

value terms.

Since imports from Japan account for

such a large portion of total imports, I conclude that
barriers to entry are low.

17

Report at A-36, Table 14.
18

Report at A-21, Table 11. This data is confidential
and may not be cited in this opinion.
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I have

examine~

determination.

all five factors in reaching my

Evidence on homogeneity is mixed.

Market

share, the dumping margin, barriers to entry and prices
support a negative determination.

Conclusion
'

Therefore, I conclude that an industry in the United
~

j

States is not materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of dumped imports of FENL from
Taiwan.

29

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN ANNE E. BRUNSDALE
Fabrid and--Expanded Neoprene Laminate from Taiwan
I~vestiqation 731-TA-371 (Final)
November 12, 1987

I join wi.th my
·,

that a domestic

'

co~leaques

ind~st.r~ i~

in the unamimous determination

not materially injured or threatened

with material . injury
by
reason of dumped imports of fabric and
.
.
'·

expanded neopre_ne laminate

(F,E~L)

from T.aiwan.

I also concur

with my colleag:ues on the issues of domestic like product,
domestic.
industry, c.ondition of- the domestic industry, and threat
'.
.

1

of materiai injury. · I offer these additional views to explain
my reasoning on the" issue of causation.
My analysis of the information on r~cord in this case leads
me to conclude that dumped imports of FENL from Taiwan did not
have an appreciable effect on the domestic industry during the
;period of investigation.

In particular, I find that the dumped

imports did not significantly suppress or depress prices of the
domestic like product.

Nor did they significantly reduce the

volume of domestic industry shipments.

1

See Views of the Commission, supra.

As a consequence, tpe

30

sales revenue lost by the domestic industry as a result of dumped
imports is also very small.
To determine the maximum possible adverse effects on
domestic prices and volumes in this case, I considered first the
absolute apq relative amounts of the subject imports.

While the

precise data are confidential, it is possible to discuss the
maximum

possi~l@ ~agnitudes

of the price suppression/price

depression and domestie volµme effects in general terms.

The

quantity of dumped FENL imports increased nearly ten-fold from
..

1984 to 1986

[**************************************************
2

*************]·

;,?

The market penetration of dumped imports on a

quantity basis behaved similarly [******************************
3

**************************************************].

The

greatest adverse impact of the subject imports on the domestic
industry would have occurred in 1986 because it was then that the
Taiwanese import penetration. was highest.

[*********************
4

***"'*****************************************]
In order to assess these maximal effects it is

import~nt

to

have information about the price sensitivity of domestic demand
.'!

2

Report at A-21 (Table 11).
3

Id. at A-23 (Table 13).

4

Id. at A-7

(Table~).
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5

and the price sensitivity of domestic supply.

Evidence

prepared by the Off ice of Economics indicates that domestic
6

demand is inelastic and domestic supply is highly elastic.
The figure reported for the demand elasticity of FENL is between
7

-0.2 and -1.0.

'Thus, if. the average price of FENL declines by

10 percent, other things remaining the same, quantity demanded
would increase between 2 and 10 percent.

The figure reported for

8

supply elasticity is at least 5.

Thus, if the average

domestic price obtained by U.S. producers increases by l percent,
other things remaining the same, quantity supplied by domestic
firms would"increase by at least 5 percent.

On the other hand,

if domestic shipments increase by 5 percent, the domestic supply
price would increase by no more than l percent.
To assess the maximum possible adverse volume effect on the
domestic industry caused by the dumped imports, I make two

5

For my views on the importance of elasticities in causation
analysis see Certain Welded carbon steel Pipes and Tubes from
Taiwan, Inv. 731-TA-349 (Final), USITC Pub. 1994 (July 1987) at
55-63 (Additional Views of Vice Chairman Brunsdale).
6

Memorandum ~rom the Office of Economics, EC-K-428 (November
3, 1987) ("Economics Memo"). The evidence on elasticity numbers
was prepared by the Off ice of Economics and incorporates
comments .and evaluations offered by parties in this case.
7

Id. at 3.
8

Id.
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assumptions.

First, I assume that the total volume of these

imports replaces an equal volume of domestic shipments.

This

assumption is clearly very favorable to the domestic
9

industry.

Second, I 'assume that the total size of the market

was little affected by the lower price of the dumped FENL so that
the dumped FENL completely supplanted domestic FENL on a
one-for-one basis.

This latter

as~umption

is not unreasonable

given that the overall demand for FENL in the U.S. market is
inelastic.
Under these assumptions, the volume effect in 1986, the year
when the imports were greatest, would have caused a contraction
in domestic industry shipments of roughly 20 percent. . [********
-

-

***********************************************************
*************************************************************
******************************************************]

A

contraction of this size is not inconsequential, but, as
explained below, it is far too large to be a realistic conclusion
in this case.

However, even if we were to accept this

9

Note that this line of analysis implicitly assumes that (1)
no other foreign supplier is adversely affected by· dumped
imports, (2) FENL is a highly fungible product, and (3) the
price advantage enjoyed by dumped imports as a result "of
dumping was so large that the entire volume of FENL imports
from Taiwan can be attributed to dumping. I will take up these
matters below.
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approximate

magni.~ude

for the relative volume effect, the extent

of price suppression/price depression is relatively small.
maximum extent is equal to the percentage

decr~ase

Its

in the

domestic suppl¥ price a:;; result of the decline in domestic
shipments cause!i ·by dumped imports..
mos~

were at

elasticity is

abou:t

?O

g~eat~r

would be, at most, 4

percent lo}':'er.

Since domestic shipments
~nd

since the supply

than-5, price suppression/price depression
percen~

_(that is, 20 percept divided by 5).

1****************************************************************
~******************************~**************************
*******~*******~********************]

I do not find this

relative
magnitude
for the
domestic price effect caused by dumped
.
.
.
'

imports to be significant,. particularly in light of the health
•

-

'•,1

10

and improving condition of the domestic industry.
A realistic

assessmen~

· ,,

o!. :the degree to which the dumped

imports, _reduced shipments is much, much smaller than .20 percent.
There are three reasons why this is so.
First, heretofore, I have ignored the fact that there is
another player in the domestic market.

10

See Views of the Commission, supra.

Once again the exact data
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are confidential.

But we can say that, throughout the period

of investigation, Japan was not only an important supplier of
FENL but was also the largest source of FENL in the
.

.

u.s.

market.

[*********************************************************
***************

12

..

] When Taiwan dumps in the domestic market it

takes away business from
domestic suppliers..

Japa~ese.suppliers

as well as from

Therefore, the contraction in domestic

shipments resulting from Taiwanese dumping would have been
substantially less than 20 percent.
Second, I have

~l~o

ignored the fact that domestic and

Taiwanese FENL are not perfect.substitutes, that is, not highly
fungible products.

In this case the Taiwan proqucer supplies

only one grade of FENL while the domestic industry supplies
13
Moreover, the quality of the Taiwanese
several grades.
14
.Thus, it is :r:iot
product is at the low end of the spectrum.
reasonable to assume, as I did above, that the Taiwanese product

11
Report at A-23 (Table 13).
12

Id.
13
14

Id. at A-24-25.

The Off ice of Economics has estimated that the degree of ·
substitutability -- the elasticity of substitution -- between
Taiwanese FENL and domestic FENL is greater than 4. The higher
the elasticity of substitution the closer the two products are
to being highly fungible. Economics Memo at 1.
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would displace the domestic.like_ product· on a one-for-one basis.
~,·The

appropriate rate of displacement is less, very. likely much

.-· less, than one-for-one.

As a consequence, the adverse volume

effect of dumped imports would have been considerably smaller
than 20 percent.
Finally, to this point I have assumed that the price
advantage gained by Taiwanese imports as a result of dumping was
so large that the entire amount of Taiwanese imports can be
attributed to the unfair act.

However, the final dumping margin
15

in this case is only 0.80 percent.

Even if the full dumping

margin were passed through to the price of Taiwanese FENL, that
price in the U.S. market would be lowered by less than 1
16
percent.
Given the quality differences between Taiwanese and
domestic FENL, it is not very likely that this very small price
advantage would have an appreciable effect on the domestic
industry or on the volume of imports that enter the

u.s. market

from Taiwan.

15

Report at A-2.
16
For a discussion of the role of the dumping margin in
assessing harm to a domestic industry, see Memorandum from the
Office of Economics, EC-J-010 (January ~1986), at 29-31. For
a discussion of the propriety of the Commission's consideration
of this factor, see Hyundai Pipe co., Ltd., et. al. v. U.S.
International Trade Commission, et. al., slip op. 87-18 (CIT
February 23, 1987).
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For the foregoing reasons, I determine that dumped imports
of FENL from Taiwan are not a cause of material injury to the
domestic industry.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
On May 14, 1987, the U.S. Department of Commerce published in the Federal
Register (52 F.R. 18258) its preliminary determination that there is a
reasonable basis to believe or suspect that fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate .!J from Taiwan is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV) within the meaning of the Tariff Act of
1930. Accordingly, effective May 14, 1987, the U.S. International Trade
Commission instituted investigation No. 731-TA-371 (Final) under section
735(b) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) to determine whether an industry in
the United States is materially injured, or is threatened with material
injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially
retarded, by reason of such imports from Taiwan.

Notice of the institution of the Commission's final investigation and of
a public hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by posting
copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of June 10, 1987 (52 F.R. 22010). 'l:.J The Commission's hearing was
held in Washington, DC, on October 6, 1987. 11
The statutory deadline for reporting the Commission's final injury
determination to Commerce is November 12, 1987. The briefing and vote were
held on November 6, 1987.
Background
On December 23, 1986, petitions were filed with the Commission and
Commerce by Rubatex Corp. (Rubatex), Bedford, VA, alleging that LTFV imports
of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate from Taiwan are being sold in the
United States and that an industry in the United States is materially injured
and threatened with material injury by reason of such imports. Accordingly,
effective December 23, 1986, the Commission instituted antidumping
investigation No. 731-TA-371 (Preliminary) under section 733(a) of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)) to determine whether there was a reasonable
i~dication that an industry in the United States is materially injured, or is
threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry is
materially retarded, by reason of such imports. On February 5, 1987, the

!/ The products covered by its determination are described by Commerce as
m~terials

used primarily in the manufacture of wet suits and similar products
for the scuba diving and recreational markets, currently reported for
statistical purposes in the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated
(TSUSA) under items 355.8100, 355.8210, 355.8220, 359.5000, and 359.6000.
~/ Copies of the Commission's Federal Register notices are presented in app. A;
copies of Commerce's Federal Register notices are presented in app. B. On
June 5, 1987, Commerce published in the Federal Register (52 F.R. 21339),
a notice extending its final LTFV determination in this investigation from
July 22, 1987, to Sept. 28, 1987. Consequently, on July l, 1987, the
Commission published in the Federal Register (52 F.R. 24537) a notice of
revised schedule, which conformed to Commerce's schedule.
11 A calendar of witnesses who appeared at the Commission's hearing is
presented in app. C.
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Commission notified Commerce of its affirmative determination !/ with respect
to its preliminary investigation. As a result, Commerce continued its
investigation on alleged LTFV sales of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate
from Taiwan.
Previous Investigation
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate has been the subject of one other
statutory investigation conducted by the Commission, also instituted in
response to a petition filed by Rubatex. In July 1985 the Commission
determined '!:_I that an industry in the United States was materially injured by
reason of LTFV imports of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate from Japan
(investigation No. 731-TA-206 (Final); USITC Publication 1721, July 1985). 11
Nature and Extent of the LTFV Sales
Commerce made its final determination with respect to the LTFV imports on
September 28, 1987. In order to determine whether sales of the subject
merchandise from Taiwan were made in the United States at LTFV, Commerce
compared the U.S. price with the foreign-market value for the company under
investigation!!./ using data provided in questionnaire responses. SHEICO had
insufficient home-market sales of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate;
therefore, Commerce calculated the foreign-market value based on prices to
unrelated purchasers in a third country (Australia). The weighted-average
LTFV margin was 0.80 percent. ~ Commerce has directed the U.S. Customs

!/ Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick, and Rohr determined that there is a
reasonable indication that an industry is materially injured or threatened
with material injury. Vice Chairman Brunsdale determined that there is a
reasonable indication that an industry is threatened with material injury.
Chairman Liebeler made a negative determination.
'!:_I Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick, and Rohr determined that an industry was
materially injured. Chairwoman Stern and Vice Chairman Liebeler dissented.
11 In its original determination Commerce found LTFV margins only with respect
to one of the four firms it investigated--Yamamoto Corp. Three other firms
had either no margins or had de minimis margins. On Sept. 28, 1987, Commerce
published in the Federal Register (F.R. 36295) the final results of its
administrative review of the antidumping duty order concerning imports from
Japan. The review included two manufacturers/exporters of the subject
merchandise to the United States and covered the period Mar. 15, 1985, through
June 30, 1986. As a result of its review, Commerce found a LTFV margin of
3.09 percent ad valorem with respect to imports from Yamamoto but a de minimis
margin (0.29 percent) with respect to Heiwa Rubber Industries (which was not
included in Commerce's original LTFV determination).
!!.J Commerce made comparisons on approximately 97 percent of the sales by Shei
Chung Hsin Industrial Co. Ltd. (SHEICO) of fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate to the United States during July 1 through Dec. 31, 1986. SHEICO
accounted for over 70 percent of all sales of this merchandise from Taiwan.
Commerce's final determination, as published in the Federal Register (52 F.R.
37193) of Oct. 5, 1987, is presented in app. B.
~ Total sales by SHEICO to the United States during the period examined by
Commerce were * * *, of which* * *, or about * **percent, were found to
have LTFV margins. LTFV margins ranged from*** percent to*** percent.
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Service to suspend liquidation of all imports of the subject merchandise
~ntered, or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption on or after May 14, 1987.
The Product
Description and uses
The product subject to the petitioner's complaint--fabric and expanded
neoprene ~aminate--consists of sheets of expanded rubber, !/usually neoprene
or a blend predominantly of neoprene, '!:./ to which a textile fabric, usually of
nylon or nylon and spandex, '}_/has been laminated on one or both sides. This
product is used primarily in the manufacture of wet suits worn by participants
in diving, surfing, water skiing, and other types of water-related activities,
·.,both recreational and professional. About 80 percent of the suits sold in the
~united States are used for above-water· activities, such as surfing, wind
surfing, water skiing, and sailing; the remainder are used for below-water
activities, such as snorkeling, scuba diving, and deep diving . . Other
recreational articles made from this product include such items as kayak
cockpit, covers, weight-reducing belts, handlebar grips for bicycles, ski
masks,. w.et suit hoods, boots, and gloves. Relatively small quantities are
used for sports medicine items (e.g., knee braces), bottle and can holders,
eyeglass cases, .table mats, and miscellaneous novelty products.
The manufacture of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate begins with the
production of expanded neoprene and ends with the lamination of this material
to the fabric. U.S. producers purchase the fabric; SHEICO, the Taiwan
producer; manufactures it, although the company does import some nylon from
Japan. To produce expanded neoprene, raw neoprene polymer is heated and mixed
with carbon black, calcium carbonate, naphthitic mineral oil, and other
ingredients; cooled and remixed with "blowing agents" (i.e., chemicals that,
when activated, decompose into bubbles of nitrogen gas, forming the closed
cells of the finished rubber); extruded into continuous sheets about 45 inches
in width; and reheated in ovens, which activates the blowing agents. !!.J The
continuous sheets are then cut into lengths of about 50 ~eet. After allowing
the sheets to cool and stabilize for about 2 weeks (since the gas-forming

!/ Expanded rubber, according to the American Society for Testing & Materials
("Standard Specifications for Flexible Cellular Materials, Sponge or Expanded
Rubber," Annual Book of ASTM Standards, ASTM D 1056-78, pp. 1-14), is a type
of rubber having closed (unconnected) cells (pockets) of gas dispersed
throughout the rubber mass, in contrast to sponge rubber, which has open
(connected) cells dispersed throughout the mass.
'!:_/ Neoprene is a synthetic rubber made by the polymerization of chloroprene
and characterized by superior resistance to decomposition by oils, oxygen,
ozone, and many other substances.
'}_/ Nylon and spandex are synthetic (petroleum-based) fibers noted for strength
and stretchability (elongation and recovery).
!!.J Another me~hod for forming closed cells in the rubber is to combine the
neoprene mixture with nitrogen gas under pressure. The petitioner, which uses
this method for some of its production, claims that the cells produced thereby
are more regularly sized and consistently distributed than those produced by
the regular method.
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actions of the blowing agents continue after cooling), the sheets are split
into thicknesses ranging from about 1/32 inch (or about 0.8 mm) to about 3/8
inch (or about 9 mm). To produce the laminate, sheets of expanded neoprene
are coated with an adhes.ive, joined to the fabric, and vulcanized. The other
side of each sheet may have fabric applied in the same manner. After
lamination, the sheets are either rolled and shipped as such or cut into
smaller lengths of from 7 to 10 feet.
In addition to having differing thicknesses and being laminated on one or
both sides, fabric and expanded neoprene laminate is differentiated by
variations in the fabric (including color, type of weave (plush, terry, etc.),
and weight (thickness of yarn)), grade of expanded neoprene, and overall
grade. Prices vary accordingly. The availability of various fabric colors
and color combinations is important, since most wet suits are purchased by
individuals for sport and recreation purposes. Both the U.S.- and Taiwanproduced products are available in a number of fabric combinations and colors.
The petitioner offers four grades of expanded neoprene; another U.S. producer,
two; and the Taiwan producer, one. The grade of expanded neoprene is largely
a function of the recipes followed for its manufacture and the size and
distribution of its cells. It is measured with much the same criteria as is
overall grade. Overall grade is a function not only of the expanded neoprene,
but also of the type of fabric used for the laminate. It is measured in terms
of such things as softness (compression deflection), stretchability (tensile
stress), density, water absorption, temperature insulation, resistance to tear
(tensile strength), and durability (resistance to abrasion, cuts, and
deterioration under continual use). Softness and stretchability, related to
the comfort in donning, wearing, and disrobing from a wet suit, are factors
that are particularly important to the consumer. Large buyers of wet suits,
such as the U.S. Navy, publish specifications for both fabric and expanded
neoprene, in addition to the combined laminate. All buyers of fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate expect it to meet certain minimum standards.
Seconds--sheets with known defects--are sometimes sold at discount prices. !/
Secondary material produced by the petitioner accounts for a small share of
its total production and, for the most part, it is consumed at its plant in
the manufacture of other products, such as soles for shoes and boots. !J
Secondary material produced in Taiwan, listed as having either 50 percent or
70 percent usable surface, accounted for * * * percent of SHEICO's exports to
the United States in 1986.
There are no known products that may substitute for fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate as a wet suit material.
U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate are classified in
items 355.81, 355.82, 359.50, or 359.60 of the TSUS, depending on their

!/ Common defects include tears or irregularities in the fabric, uneven
thickness in the expanded neoprene, and/or warps or poor adhesion in the
laminate.
!J Second quality material accounted for * * * percent of total shipments by
Rubatex in 1984, * * * percent in 1985, * * * percent in 1986, and * * *
percent in January-June 1987.
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composition . .!/ If the product weighs over 44 ounces per square foot and
contains 50 percent or less, by weight, of textile fibers, £1 it is classified
in TSUS item 359.50. All other products, pursuant to headnote 2(c), part 4C
of schedule 3, are classified in either TSUS item 355.81 (if over 70 percent
by weight of rubber or plastics) or TSUS item 355.82 (if 70 percent or less by
weight of rubber or plastics). TSUS items 355.81, 355.82, and 359.50 include
~any fabrics other than those covered by this investigation.
The.column 1 (most-favored-nation) rates of duty for TSUS items 355.81,
355.82 and 359.50, applicable to imports from Taiwan, are 4.2 percent ad
valorem, 8.5 percent ad valorem, and 3 ce~ts per pound plus 18 percent ad
valorem, respectively. 1J The column 1 duty rates for TSUS items 355.81 and
355.82 represent the last in a series of duty reductions granted in the Tokyo
Round of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. The column 1 rate of duty for
TSUS item 359.50 will be reduced to 16 percent ad valorem on January l, 1988.
U.S. Producers
In addition to Rubatex, which produces fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate at a single plant in Bedford, VA, !±J one other firm manufactures
fabric and expanded neoprene laminate in the United States: Kirkhill Rubber
Co., at a single plant in Brea, CA.~ Rubatex, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Great American Industries, Binghamton, NY, accounted for*** percent of U.S.
production in 1986. Both Rubatex and Kirkhill are medium-sized corporations,
and both manufacture several types of rubber products other than fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate, many at the same plant and with some of the same
equipment and labor. The subject product accounts for less than * * * percent
of Rubatex's sales and less than * * * percent of Kirkhill's sales .
.!/The petitioner included TSUS item 359.60 in its petition, but it is doubtful
that the subject fabric ~nd expanded neoprene laminate would be imported under
this tariff item since it provides for laminated fabrics of other than manmade
fibers.
£1 For the purpose of the tariff schedules, in determining the component
fibers of chief value in coated, filled, or laminated fabrics and articles
wholly or in part thereof, the coating or filling or the nontextile lamination
substances shall be d_isregarded in the absence of context to the contrary in
tariff items, superior headings, or headnotes.
·3; The rates of duty in col. 1 are most-favored-nation (MFN) rates and are
applicable to imported products from all countries except those Communist
countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the TSUS. The
People's Republic of China, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia are the
only Communist countries eligible for MFN treatment. However, MFN rates would
not apply if preferential ta.riff treatment is sought and granted to products
of developing countries under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) or
the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA), or to products of Israel or
of least developed developing countries (LDDC's) as provided under the special
rates of duty column. Taiwan is ineligible for GSP treatment (duty-free entry)
under TSUS item 355.81 as a result of competitive need limits; articles in the
other tariff items are not designated as eligible for GSP treatment.
!±J Rubatex has shipping warehouses in Atlanta, .GA; St. Louis, MO; Houston, TX;
Denver, CO; Los Angeles, CA; and Kent, WA.
~/ Kirkhill is in support of the petition.
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U.S. Importers
The largest importer of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate from Taiwan
is an affiliate of SHEICO, Go Sport, Inc., located in Spartanburg, SC. * * *
a trading company * * *, purchased small quantities from Taiwan beginning in
1986 for resale, and two firms that produce wet suits, * * *, also began the
importation of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate from Taiwan in 1986. A
third U.S. producer of wet suits, * * *• began importing the subject
merchandise from Taiwan during January-June 1987. ***imports fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate only when it receives an order from its client,

* * *·
The U.S. Market
Channels of distribution
Nearly all fabric and expanded neoprene laminate sold in the United
States by U.S. producers is sold to unrelated product fabricators, mainly
wet-suit manufacturers located on the east, west, and gulf coasts. In 1986,
the proportion of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate sold by U.S. producers
to wet-suit manufacturers was about ***percent of total sales. About * * *
percent of that sold in the United States by SHEICO is sold to its
wholly-owned subsidiary, Go Sport Inc.,***· Most of the remaining***
percent of SHEICO's exports to the United States are sold to * * * trading
companies and product fabricators on the west coast.
U.S. consumption
Demand for fabric and expanded neoprene laminate is derived principally
from the demand for articles used in water sports, such as wet suits, surf
suits, and related aquatic apparel, and to a lesser extent from the demand for
such diverse articles as knee braces used in sports medicine, insulators for
beverage containers, and bicycle handle-bar grips. Apparent U.S. consumption
dropped by 12.8 percent from** * in 1984 to*** in 1985, then rose to
* * * in 1986, 3.4 percent below consumption in 1984. The market share
supplied by U.S. producers dropped annually, from*** percent in 1984 to
***percent in 1986, a decline of 5.5 percentage points (table 1). !/
Consideration of Alleged Material Injury
Two firms accounted for all known U.S. production of fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate during the period January 1, 1984, to June 30, 1987. Both
firms supplied data in response to Commission questionnaires. A summary of
that data is presented in table 2 and discussion of the data follows.

!/ On the basis of value, the market share lost by U.S. producers from 1984 to
1986 was 10.0 percentage points.
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Table 1
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate:· u~s. producers' shipments~ imports for
consumption, and apparent consumption, 1984~86, January-June 1986, and
. January-June 1987
Producers'
shipments

Period

Imports

Apparent
consumption

·Quantity (1,000 square feet)
1984.
1985.
1986.
January-June-1986. ..
1987.

.

..

..•' . . .
. . ..
.

***

***
***
***

***
'***

***
***

***
***

***

***
. . ***

***

***

Value (1,000 dollars) 1/
1984. ·.
1985.
1986.
January-June-1986':
1987:.

Y

***

"

.... .

.

.

***·
***

***

"***

'***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

Ratio to consumption
Producers'
shipments Imports
Percent

***
***
***
.. ***
. ***

***
***
***
***
·***

Percent·

. ***

***

***

·***

***

***
'***
***
***
***

Landed, duty-paid value at the port of importation;

Source: Compiled from data· submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission, from confidential data reported in the
U.S. Customs Service's Net Import File, and from official statistics of the
U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table 2
Fabric and expand~d neoprene laminate: Summary of overall experience of
producers, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and January-June l9$7
Item

1984

1985

1986

Production ......... 1,000 sq. ft ..
Capacity .........· .......... do ... .
Capacity utilization .... percent ..
Domestic shipments.l,000 sq. ft ..
Inventories ....... _......... do ... .
Employment:
,
Production workers ..... number ..
Hours worked ...... 1,000 hours ..
Average hourly ~age ........... .
Average hourly total
compensation .. ·.............. .
Financial experience: !/
Net sales ....... 1,000 dollars ..
Cost of goods sold ....... do ... .
Net profit ............... do ... .
Ratio to net sales:
Cost of goods sold .. percent ..
Net profit ............. do ... .
Cash flow ....... 1,000 dollars ..

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

!/ Data are for Rubatex only.

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

. ***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

U.S~

January-June-1986
1987

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

* * *·

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to ques.tionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.·
U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization
The capacity of tl)e .two U.S. producers to manufacture fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate remained unchanged at slightly more than * ~ * during
1984-86 (table 3). !/ Producers were asked if their firms ~re scheduled to
add, expand, curtail, or close production facilities and to indicate the
amount that would be added or subtracted from the present capacity. Rubatex
responded that * * *· Kirkhill responded that * * *·

!/ The equipment at Rubatex used to manufacture expanded neoprene, up to the
point at which it is split into different thicknesses, is .also used to
manufacture other rubber products. Expanded neoprene, or at least that used
in the production of fabric and expanded neoprene, accounts for about * * *
percent of the equipment's time.
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Table 3
Fabric and expanded neopr.ene ~aminate: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity
utilization, by firms, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987
1984

Item and firm

1985

1986

January-June-1986
1987

1,000 sguare feet
Capacity: y
Rubatex ........................
Kirkhill .......................
Total ........................
Production:
Rubatex ................... ~ ....
Kirkhill .......................
Total ........................

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***

Ratio, production to capacity (percent)
Capacity utilization:
Rubatex ........................
Kirkhill .......................
Average ......................

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

***

***

***

!/ Capacity based on operating the firm's facilities 120 hours per week, 52
weeks per year.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Aggregate U.S. production of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate
declined by 6.4 percent from*** in 1984 to*** in 1985, then rose by 9.5
percent to*** in 1986. Production totaled*** during January-June 1987,
46.3 percent more than the * * *produced during January-June 1986. * * *·
Kirkhill could not supply data for its production by grades, but such data
were provided by Rubatex and are presented in table 4. 1/
In the aggregate, capacity utilization increased irregularly from * * *
'percent in 1984 to
* * percent in 1986 and to * * * percent in January-June
1987. * * *·

*

y Producers, importers, and purchasers were asked to identify which grades
they view as close substitutes. Rubate~ G-231-N, the most dense, resilient,
and durable grade, had no close substitutes in several major water-sports
applications.
Rubatex R-1400-N and R-131-N were found broadly comparable
with Kirkhill LM-300 and·S-400. Rubatex 008 and the imported merchandise from
Taiwan, the two softest materials, were found comparable in use and perceived
as direct competitors by market participants.
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Table 4
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: U.S. production by Rubatex,
grades, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987

!/ by

(In thousands of square feet)
Grade
G-231-N.
R-1400-N.
R-131-N.
008. .
Total.

!J

.

.

. . ..
.. .
. . ..
. .. .

. ...

1984

1985

1986

January-June-1986
1987

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***·
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

Kirkhill could not supply production data by grade.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. producers' domestic shipments
U.S. producers' domestic shipments declined by 17.0 percent from*** in
1984 to*** in 1986 (table 5). Shipments in January-June 1987 totaled***·
an increase of 47.3 percent from shipments of*** in January-June 1986.
The Commission requested the U.S. producers to provide separate data on
their shipments of first-quality and second-quality !/ fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate. * * *·
Inventories
From 1984 to 1986, U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories increased
from * * *• or * * * percent of total shipments, to * * *• or * * * percent of
total shipments (table 6). The net result for both producers combined was a
73.8 percent increase in inventories and a 32.1 percentage-point increase in
the ratio of inventories to shipments.
Employment and wages
The average number of production workers employed in the manufacture of
fabric and expanded neoprene laminate decline'd by 13 .1 percent from * * * in
1984 .to*** in 1986 (table 7). Total hours worked by production workers
also declined, dropping by 12.7 percent from*** hours in 1984 to***
hours in 1986, but output per hour increased by 17.5 percent from 1984 to
1986. Hourly wages and total hourly compensation both rose by 6.6 percent
from 1984 to 1986. * * *·

!/ For purposes of this report, second quality is defined as fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate that was reduced in price because of defects.
Defects include blemishes, discolorations, wrinkles, or irregular thickness or
size, which reduces the usability of the sheet below normal levels.
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Table 5
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: U.S. producers' domestic shipments of
first-quality and second-quality material, y by firms, 1984-86, January-June
1986, and January-June 1987
Item and firm

1984

1985

1986

January-June-1986
1987

1,000 sguare feet
Rubatex:
First quality ....... ·........ ; ..
Second quality ............... ; ..
.Subtotal ................... ·...
Kirkhill:
First quality ....................
Second quality .................
Subtotal ......................
Total ....................... ·.

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***•

***

***

***
***

***

***
***
***·

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Value (1,000 dollars)
Rubatex:
First quality ...................
Second quality .................
Subtotal ......................
Kirkhill:
First quality ..................
Second quality ....... ·.............
Subtotal .....................
Grand total ..................

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***
'Irk*

***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

Average unit value (per sguare foot)
Rubatex:
First quality .............. ; ...
Second quality ..................
Average ......................
Kirkhill:
First quality ..................
Second quality ......... ·, .......
Average ......................
.Grand average ............... ;

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***.

***

***

"***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***

Y

Second quality is fabric and expanded neoprene laminate that was reduced in
price because of defects ..

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 6
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: U.S .. producers' end-of-period
inventories and shipments, by firms, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and
January-June 1987
1984

Firm

1985

January-June-1986
1987

1986

Inventories (1,000 square feet)
Rubatex.
Kirkhill.
Total.

.

. . ...
. . ... . ..
.. . . .

***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***

Shipments (1,000 square feet)
Rubatex .......................... ·.
Kirkhill ................ ·.........
Total ........................

***

***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

Ratio, inventories to shipments (percent)
Rubatex ......................... ,'.
Kirkhill .........................
Average .......................

y

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

y ***
1/
y ***
***

y ***
***
y ***
1/

On the basis of annualized shipments.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. producers were asked to report any reductions in the number of
production and related workers if such reductions involved at least 5 percent
of the work force or 50 workers. Both firms reported such layoffs. * * •·.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Financial experience of U.S. producers
The dominant producer, Rubatex Corp., furnished usable income-and-loss
data on its operations producing fabric and expanded neoprene -laminate and on
its overall establishment operations. The other U.S. producer, Kirkhill
Rubber Co., with approximately*** percent of U.S. producers' sales in 1986,
did not provide cost data for the product under investigation * * *·
Kirkhill's sales of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate averaged* * *
percent of its overall establishment sales during 1984-86.
Operations producing fabric and expanded neoprene laminate.--As a
percentage of Rubatex's overall sales during the period 1984-86, fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate represented * * * percent. Rubatex's net sales of
the subject product declined from** * in 1984 to * * * in 1985, or by***
percent, and then recovered by*** percent to*** in 1986 (table 8).
Operating income improved from * * * in 1984 to * * * in 1985 and * * * in
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Table 7
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: Number of production and related
workers, hours worked by such workers, wages and total compensation paid, and
output per hour, by firms, 1984-86, Jan\lary-June 1986, and January-June 1987
Item

1984

1985

1986

January-June-1986
1987

Number
Production workers:
Rubatex ....................... .
Kirkhill ............ ·.... , ..... .
Total ....................... .

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***'

***
***

***
***
***

1,000 hours
Hours worked:
Rubatex ....................... .
Kirkhill ...................... .
Total ....................... .

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***
Dollars

Hourly wages:
,
Rubatex ....................... .
Kirkhill ...................... .
Average ..................... .
Total hourly compensation:
Rubatex ....................... .
Kirkhill ...................... .
Average ..................... .

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
Square feet

Output per hour:
Rubatex ....................... .
Kirkhill ...................... .
Average ..................... .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
1986. The improved profitability, as indicated by a Rubatex official, !/
resulted from increased sales of higher graded products, which have greater
profit margins than the lower graded products that are directly affected by
the imported products. The operating margin was ***percent in 1984, and
operating margins of * * * percent and * * * perce~t were experienced in 1985
and 1986·, respectively. 2/
·
·
Data for the interim period ended June 30, 1987, show continued improvement over the comparable period in 1986. Sales increased from*** in 1986
to*** in 1987, or by*** percent; operating income rose from*** to
* * *; and operating income margins rose from*** percent to * * * percent.
!/Mr. Milton Tsoleas, Controller.
~/ An analysis of Rubatex's fabric and expanded neoprene laminate gross profit
variance and gross profit by grade are presented in app. D.
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Table 8
Income-and-loss experience of Rubatex on its operations producing fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate, accounting years 1984-86 and interim periods ended
June 30, 1986, and June 30, 1987

Item

1984

Net sales ....... 1,000 dollars ..
Cost of goods sold ....... do ....
Gross profit ............. do ....
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses ............ ·... do. . . .
Operating income or
(loss) ................. do. . . .
Interest expense ......... do ....
Other income or (expense),
net ........... 1,000 dollars ..
Net income before income
taxes ......... l,000 dollars ..
Depreciation and
amortization expense ... do ....
Cash flow ................ do ....
Ratio to net sales of-Cost of goods sold .. percent ..
Gross profit ............ do ...
General, selling, and administrative expenses
percent . .
Operating income or
(loss) ............... do....
Net income before income
taxes ............. percent ..

***
***
***
***
***
-***-----***-----***------***-----***---***
***
***
***
***

y

1985

1986

Interim period
ended June 30-1986
1987

-***-----***-----***------***-----***--***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
-***-----***-----***------***-----~-*-*---

***

***

***

***

-***-----***-----***------***-----***---***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

* * *·

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Overall establishment operations.~-In addition to fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate, Rubatex manufactures related rubber and vinyl products such
as joint fillers, insulation in rolls and sheets made from reclaimed products,
and extruded products used primarily for insulation in window and door
applications. Overall, net sales were at the same level in 1984 and 1985 at
* * *· then improved by * * * percent to * * * in 1986. Operating income fell
from*** in 1984 to*** in 1985, or by** *.percent, then rose by***
percent to * * * in 1986. The operating income margins during 1984-86 were
***percent, ***percent, and*** percent, respectively (table 9).
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Table 9
Income-and-·loss. experience· of Rubatex on its. overall operations producing
fabric and expanded neoprene laminate, accounting years 1984-86 ·and interim
periods ended June 30, 1986, and June 30, 1987
I~terim period
ended June 30-1986
1987

Item

1984

1985

. 1986

Net sales ....... 1,000 dollars ..
Cost of goods sold ....... do....
Gross profit ............. do. . . .
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses ............... do ....
Operating income ......... do ....
Interest expense ......... do....
Other income or (expense),
net ........... 1,000 dollars ..
Net income before income
taxes ......... 1,000 dollars ..

***
***
***

***
***

***

·***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***·

***

***

***

***

Depreciation and,
amortization expense.;.do ....

***

Ratio to net sales of-Cost of goods sold .. percent ..
Gross profit~ .............. do .. ,
General, selling, and administrative expenses
percent . .
Operating income ....... do; . . .
Net income before income
taxes ............. percent ..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~---,,....,.--~~~~~~~~~

***

***

-***~~~~~***~~~~~***~~~~~-***~~~~~***~~~

*** ·
***

***

***

***

.***

~~~~~~~~...,...--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade.Commission.
Data for the interim period ended. June 30, 1987, show significant
improvement from the corresponding period in 1986. Sales increased from***
to * * * and operating income rose from * * * to * * *· The operating income
margins were*** percent in interim.1986 and*** percent in interim 1987.
Profitability .data for fa~ric and expanded neoprene laminate and all other
Rubatex· produc~s are shown. bel.ow:
·
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Item
Net sales:
Fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate ....... l,000 dollars ..
Other ...................... do .....
Operating income or (loss):
Fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate ...... l ,000 dollars ..
Other ..................... do .. ;.
Operating income or (loss)
margin:
Fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate ............. percent ..
Other ............... ·....... do ....

1984

1985

1986

Interim period
ended June 30-1986
1987

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

y * * *·
Value of property, plant, and equipment.--Rubatex's investment in
productive facilities employed in the manufacture of all products of its
establishment and fabric and expan~ed neoprene laminate is shown in the.
following tabulation (in thousands of dollars): y
Value of propertyt plantt
and equipment
Original
value
All establishment products:
1984 .............................. ' ...... .
1985 ..................................... .
1986 ......................................... .
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate:
1984 .................•....................
1985 ................ •.• ........... ·........ .
1986 ....................................... .

Book
.value

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***·

Capital expenditures and .research and development expenses.--Rubatex
reported no capital expenditures for buildings, machinery, or ~:equipment used
in the production of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate. Rubatex did,
however, report capital expenditures for facilities and equipment used in the
production of all establishment products, as shown in the following tabulation
(in thousands of dollars): !/

Y

Data were ~ot furnished for the interim periods ended June 30, 1986, and
June 30, 1987.
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Capital expenditures
All e.stablishment products:
1984..................................
1985..................................
1986..................................

***
***
***

Rubatex reported research and development expenses on fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate as shown in the tabulation below (in thousands of dollars):

Period
1984 ................................. .
1985 ................................. .
1986 .................................. .
Interim period ended June 30, 1986 ..
Interim period ended June 30, 1987 ..

Research and development
expenses

***

***
***
***
***

Capital and investment.--U.S. producers were asked to describe any actual
or potential negative effects of imports of the subject product from Taiwan on
their firm's growth, investment, and ability to raise capital. Their replies
are in appendix E. * * *·
Consideration of Alleged Threat of Material Injury
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i))
provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant factors !/--

!/ Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C.

§ 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides that
"Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in the
United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is
imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture
or supposition."
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(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be
presented to it by the administering authority as to the
nature of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the
subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the
Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to result
in a significant increase in imports of the merchandise to
the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will
increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will
enter the United States at prices that will have a
depressing or suppressing e~fect on domestic prices of the
merchandise,
·
· ·
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United ~tates,
(VI) .the presence of undertitiliZed capacity for producing
the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate
the probability that the importation (or sale for
importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it is.
actually being imported'at the time) will be the cause of
actual injury, and
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign .
manufacturers, which can be used to produce products
subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or to
final orders under section 736, are also used to produce
the merchandise under investigation.
The available information on the Taiwan producers' operations (items (II)
and (VI) above) is presented in a subsequent section entitled "Capacity of
foreign producers to generate.exports," and information on the volume, U.S.
market penetration, and pricing of·imports of the subject merchandise (items
(III) and (IV) above) is presented in the section entitled "Consideration of
the Causal Relationship Between the LTFV Imports and the Alleged Material
Injury." The potential for "product-shifting (item VIII) is not an issue in
this investigation since there are no known products subject to investigation
or to final orders that use production facilities that can be shifted to
produce fabric and expanded neoprene laminate. The available information on
U.S. inventories of the subject products (item (V)) follows.
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U.S. importers' inventories
Yearend inventories of imports from Taiwan held by Go Sport Y increased
annually from* * * in 1984 to * * * in 1986. The ratio of inventories to
shipments increased from*** percent in 1984 to * * * percent in 1985, then
dropped to * * * percent in 1986, as presented in the following tabulation:

y

Period

Iriventories
Shipments
-----1,000 sq. ft.-----·

1984..................
1985 ............ :.....
1986..................
January-June-1986................
1987 .·................

***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***

***

Ratio of
inventories
to shipments
Percent

.***
***
***
***
***

Based on annualized shipments.

.

Capacity of foreign producers to generate exports
.

Trade data provided by counsel for SHEICO 'l:J show that the firm's capacity
to produce fabric and expanded neoprene laminate increased annually from * * *
in 1984 to*** in 1986 (table 10). Capacity in January-June 1987 was
reportedly the same as in January-June 1986 and, according to the data
submitted, no changes in capacity are expected through June 1988. Production
increased annually from*** in 1984 to*** in 1986; capacity utilization
increased from* * * percent 'in 1984 to ***percent iri 1985, then dropped to
***percent in 1986.
·
SHEICO:manufactures wet suits in Taiwan, and for this production the firm
captively consumes about 50 percent of the fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate it produces. '}_/ Home-market sales by SHEICO, which began in 1985,
were small, increasing from*** in 1985 to*** in 1986. !!.J Exports to the
United States increased annually, from*** in 1984 to * * * in 1986.
Exports to the United States 'iri January-June 1987 were * * *, representing a
decline of 49.9 percent from the * * * exported in January-June 1986. Counsel
states that exports to the United States by SHEICO will continue to decline

y

* * *, as stated previously, only imports the subject merchandise after
receiving an· order. ***had no inventories;***·
'l:J According to Commerce, SHEICO accounts for 70 percent of the fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate exported from Taiwan.
'}_/ Posthearing brief on behalf of SHEICO, p. 6; complete data with respect to
inventories of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate held in Taiwan by SHEICO
were not provided, but SHEICO currently has an inventory of 29,863 sheets
(806,000 square feet)~ only part of which is available for export, Posthearing
brief, p. 8.
!!.J Commerce found.that SHEICO had insufficient home-market sales to make price
comparisons, so the foreign-market value in Commerce's determination was based
on SHEICO's prices to unrelated purchasers in Australia.
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Table 10
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: Capacity, production, captive
consumption, home-market sales, and exports by SHEICO, 1984-86, January-June
1986, and January-June 1987
January-June-1987
1986

Item

1984

1985

1986

Capacity .......... 1,000 sq. ft ..
Product ion ................ do ....
Capacity utilization ... percent ..
Captive consumption
1,000 sq. ft ..
Home-market sales ......... do ....
Exports to:
United States ... l,000 sq. ft ..
Australia ............... do ....
Canada .................. do ....
Others .................. do ....
Total .......................
Exports to the United States
as a share of:
Production ........... percent ..
Total exports ........... do ....

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
.***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Source:

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

Compiled from data supplied by counsel for SHEICO.

because its subsidiary, Go Sport, has_ purchased 18 .acres in South Carolina and
intends to manufacture fabric and expanded neoprene laminate in the United
States by 1989. !/ Australia and Canada are SHEICO's other principal markets
for fabric and expanded neoprene laminate. As a share of production, exports
to the United States by SHEICO declined annually from * * * percent in 1984 to
***percent in 1986. As a share of total exports, those to the United
States also declined annually, from * * * percent in 1984 to * * * percent in
1986.
Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between the
LTFV Imports and the Alleged Material Inj~ry
U.S. imports
In recent periods, Japan and Taiwan have been the only countries known to
have exported the subject product to the United States in significant
quantities. !:_i From 1984 to 1986, total estimated U.S. imports of fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate rose irregularly, from * * *• valued at * * *• to
* * *· valued at * * *· an increase of 5.2 percent in terms of quantity.
Imports from Taiwan increased nearly ten-fold in this period, from * * *• or
* * * percent of imports, to***, or*** percent of imports. As shown in
table 11, the unit value of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate from Taiwan

!/ SHEICO's posthearing brief, p. 8.
2/ According to industry sources, small quantities of fabric and expanded

~eoprene laminate were imported from the Republic of Korea in 1986.
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Table 11
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: U.S. imports, by sources, 1984-86,
January-June 1986, and January-June 1987
Source

1984

1986

1985

January-June-1986
1987

Quantity (l,000 sq. ft.)
Japan ............................ ***
***
***
***
***
Taiwan ........................... -***~~~~-***~~~~~***~~~~~***~~~~-***~~~~
Total ........................ -***~~~~-***~~~~~***~~~~~***~~~~-***~~~~
Value (l,000 dollars) l/
_Japan ........................ , ...
Taiwan ...........................
Total ........................

***

***

***

***

***

-***~~~~-***~~~~~***~~~~~***~~~~-***~~~---'
-***~~~~-***~~~~~***~~~~~***~~~~-***~~~~

Average unit value (per sq. ft.)
Japan ............................ ***
***
***
***
***
Taiwan ........................... -***~~~~-***~~~~~***~~~~~***~~~~-***~~~~
Average ...................... ***
***
***
***
***

!/ Landed, duty-paid value at port of importation.
Source: Imports from Taiwan compiled from data submitted by counsel for
SHEICO; imports from Japan in 1984 compiled from data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission; imports from Japan
in 1985, 1986, and 1987 are estimates ~ased on confidential data in the U.S.·
Customs Service's Net Import File and on official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
dropped markedly in 1986, primarily as a result of the sale of a substantial
volume of secondary material, none of which was sold in 1984-85 or JanuaryJune 1987. !/
At the Commission's hearing, counsel for the petitioners stated '!:./ that
"Our experience in the marketplace shows that the Japanese presence has been
substantially reduced and it has been supplanted and exceeded by the
Taiwanese." In response to that statement, the staff has reexamined the
methodology it used in estimating imports from Japan (using data for 1984
submitted by importers during the Commission's previous investigation

!/ SHEICO contends (in its posthearing brief, p. 7) that its sales of
second~quality material were a one-shot deal.
Because SHEICO is a new
producer of neoprene, some of its earlier production runs had minor quality
.problems. Accordingly, it had a supply of seconds to sell. Go Sport sold
seconds in early 1986 to a single customer, and is now in litigation with that
customer. G~ Sport has no present plans to sell seconds in the U.S. market .
~/ Transcript, p. 4.
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concerning imports from Japan, with estimates made for subsequent periods
using information from Custom's Net Import File) and recomputed the numbers,
and has no significant revisions to the import statistics presented in the
prehearing report. !/
U.S. importers' shipments
Domestic shipments of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate from Taiwan
by Go Sport, the major importer, increased annually from * * * in 1984 to
* * * in 1986. Shipments in January-June 1987 totaled** *, representing a
decline of * * * percent from shipments of * * * in January-June 1986. As
shown in table 12, second-quality material accounted for a large share (* * *
percent) of total sales by Go Sport in 1986. Go Sport reported no shipments
of second quality material in 1984, 1985, or in January-June 1987. All
shipments by * * *, the only other importer that did not manufacture wet
suits, were of first quality material. 'l:J
U.S. market penetration
U.S. market penetration by imports from all sources increased annually
from* * * percent in 1984 to * * *percent in 1986. Imports from Taiwan also
increased their market share, rising from*** percent of U.S. consumption in
1984 to * * * percent in 1986. Market penetration by the imports from Taiwan
dropped to an estimated*** percent in January-June 1987, compared with an
estimated*** percent in January-June 1986 (table 13). ~

!/ Petitioner's assumption in making the above statement (i.e, that after
dumping duties were imposed on imports of fabricated and expanded neoprene
laminate from Japan, imports of such merchandise from that source were
replaced in their entirety by imports from Taiwan) ignores the fact that only
1 or 2 of the Japanese producers (out of 5 or 6 investigated by Commerce) are
subject to antidumping duties, the others having been found to have either no
or de minimis LTFV margins. Moreover, petitioner based its assumption on
three major wet suit accounts that were cited in the lost sales section of its
questionnaire and which, in the aggregate, reportedly accounted for $10
million in annual purchases of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate.
However, respondent SHEICO testified that its worldwide sales were far less
than this amount (transcript, pp. 97-98). All 3 of these firms returned
purchaser's questionnaires, and the lost-sales allegations concerning each are
discussed in the wLost salesw section of the report. Purchases of imports by
each firm during the period covered by the Commission's investigation, by
country of origin, are shown in app. F.
'l:} * * *, which began importation of' the subject merchandise in 1986, had
shipments of * * * in 1986, * * * in January-June 1986, and * * * in
January-June 1987.
~ The ratio of imports from Taiwan to U.S. production increased annually from
* * * percent in 1984 to * * *percent in 1985, and to ~ * * percent in 1986.
For January-June 1987, the ratio was*** percent, down from*** percent in
the year-earlier period.
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Table 12
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: Domestic shipments of first- and
' second-quality imports from Taiwan by Go Sport, 1984-86, January-June 1986,
and January-June 1987
1984

Item

1985

1986

January-June-1986
1987

Quantity (l,000 sg. ft.)
First quality .................. ***
Second quality .................
Total ...................... ***

***
***
***•

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

Value (l,000 dollars)
First quality ..................
Second quality ......... •:• ...... ***
Total ..... : ................

***

***

***
***.

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

Average unit value (per square foot)
First quality ..................
Second quality .................
Average .................. :.

***
***
***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table. 13
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: Apparent U.S. consumption and ratio of
imports to consumption, 1984:..86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987·

Period

Apparent
U.S ..
consumption

Ratio (percent) of imports to consumption-For Taiwan
For Japan
Total
Quantity (l,000 sg. ft.)

1984 .. ·... ; .......
1985 .............
1986 .............
January-June-1986 ...........
1987 ...........

***

1984 .............
1985 .............
1986 .............
January-June-1986 ...........
1987 ...........

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***•

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***

***

Value (l,000 dollars) 1/

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***.

***

***

!/ Landed, duty-paid value at the port of importation.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to·questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission, from confidential data reported in the
U.S. Customs Service's Net Import File, and from official statistics of the
U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Prices
Market demand.--The demand for fin~l products in the water-sports and
sports-medicine industries is the primary determinant of the demand for fabric
and expanded neoprene laminate. The water-sports industry consumes
approximately 90 percent of domestic and imported Taiwan· fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate in the manufacture of wet suits, surf suits, and related
aquatic apparel. The sports-medicine industry accounts for approximately 8
percent of total demand in the manufacture of knee braces, knee and elbow
pads, and similar products. The residual is divided among miscellaneous
products, including bicycle handlebar grips and insulators for beverage
containers.
Evidence from the water-sports industry, the largest end user of fabric
and expanded neoprene laminate, suggests that demand has been growing during
the period of this investigation. The Diving Equipment Manufacturers
Association (DEMA) estimates a yearly compounded industry growth rate of 12
percent between 1984 and 1986. A recent DEMA survey suggests a growth rate in
the 16-percent range for 1987. Conversations with producers of surface watersports apparel indicate that their portion of the market is also expanding. !/
Competition among firms.--Purchasers, importers, and producers agree
that fabric and expanded neoprene laminates are differentiated products.
Consequently, price is only one factor purchasers consider when choosing a
supplier. Other significant factors include: (1) technical specifications,
(2) quality, (3) physical appearance, and (4) service. Depending on the needs
of the purchaser, these attributes may be of equal or greater importance than
price.
Technical comparison of domestic and Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate.--Three complementary methods were used to compare different grades
of domestic and Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene laminate. First,
producers and importers were asked to supply the following technical
specifications for each grade of neoprene in their product line: average
density, average modulus at 100-percent elongation (softness), average
ultimate elongation in percentage increases (stretchability), average
compression-deflection (resiliency), average ozone deterioration (durability),
and average percentage of closed cells (water resistance). Second, producers,
importers, and purchasers were asked to specify the major end use(s) of each
particular grade of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate. Third, producers,
importers, and purchasers were asked to identify which grades of fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate they view as close substitutes.
The three methods of grade comparison reached similar conclusions.
Rubatex G-231-N, the most dense, resilient, and durable product, had no close
substitutes in several major water-sports applications. Rubatex R-1400-N and
R-131-N were found broadly comparable to Kirkhill LM300 and S-400. Rubatex
008 and the imported Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene laminate, the two
softest materials, were found comparable in use and perceived as direct
competitors by market participants.

!/ Rubatex sells approximately
sports market and

***

***

percent of its material to the surfacepercent to the below-surface market. * * *·
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Whereas Rubatex 008 is the closest substitute to the Taiwan material,
Rubatex R-1400-N and R-131-N are also substitutes. Evidence of their
substitutability is found in the end uses of the materials. Rubatex supplies
approximately * * * percent of the 'R' series material to wet-suit
manufacturers, the primary market for Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate. Further, purchasers report substituting between sources and grades
of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate in the manufacture of wet-suits.
Many of these purchasers do not identify their sources of material to wet suit
purchasers; so they can freely substitute between suppliers. Consequently,
the Rubatex 'R' series can be considered similar to the Taiwan product,
although less similar than 008.
Price trends and comparisons.--Domestic and imported fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate is priced according to neoprene grade, neoprene thickness,
type of fabric surface, and customer discount agreements. In general, the
price increases with the density of the grade, as a consequence of increased
costs in the production process. Price also increases with thickness, since a
greater amount of raw materials are embodied in the product. Fabric costs are
another element that affect price. Prices increase when lightweight nylon
fabric is replaced with nylon plush, lycra, or striped lycra. Customer
agreements and discounts for volume purchases and prompt payment can lower
prices by several percentage points. Finally, firms offer discounts for
damaged material or "seconds."
The Commission requested that U.S. producers and importers provide the
quantity and f.o.b. selling price of their largest quarterly sale for each
grade of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate in four thicknesses:
Thickness 1:
Thickness 2:
Thickness.3:
Thickness 4:

o~er 1/16 inch thru 3/32 inch
over 3/32 inch thru 1/8 inch
over 1/8 inch thru 3/16 inch
over 3/16 inch thru 1/4 inch

Respondents were instructed to classify each sale as first- or second-quality
f.abric and expanded neoprene laminate, indicate whether volume or promptpayment discounts were applicable, and list the type of fabric associated with
the sale. Information on fabric was collected by both questionnaire and
telephone interviews. Firms were requested to supply information for the
period beginning January 1984 and ending June 1987. Domestic firms responding
to the questionnaire.accounted for*** percent of producer shipments.
Importer questionnaires were received from firms supplying over * * * percent
'of imported Taiwan fabric.and expanded neoprene laminate. Thirteen of 35
purchasers responded.
Prices for comparable grades of domestic and Taiwan two-sided standard
nylon fabric and expanded neoprene laminate are presented in table 14. The
U.S. prices are for products that accounted for * * * percent of total U.S.
producers' shipments in 1986 and * * *percent of total U.S. producers'
shipments in the first half of 1987. The Taiwan prices are for products that
represent ***percent of Taiwan shipments. The table lists prices for four
thicknesses of first- and second-quality material. In all but two instances,
the domestic .product was more expensive than the imported good. The relative
price of first-quality Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene laminate was
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Table 14
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: U.S. producers' and importers' f.o.b.
selling prices for first- and second-quality two-sided standard nylon fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate, by thicknesses l through 4 and by quarters, July
1984-June 1987

Period

(Dollars per sguare foot)
Thickness l
Thickness 2
Thickness 3
U.S.
Taiwan
U.S.
Taiwan
U.S.
Taiwan
price
price
price
price
price
price

Thickness 4
U.S.
Taiwan
price
price

First quality
1984:
July-Sept ... ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Oct. -Dec .... ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
1985:
Jan.-Mar .... ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Apr. -June. . . ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
July-Sept ... ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Oct.-Dec .... ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
1986:
Jan.-Mar .... ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Apr. -June. . . ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
July-Sept ... ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Oct.-Dec .... ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
1987:
Jan. -Mar. . . . ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Apr.-June ... -***~~~~***~~~~-***~~~~-***~~~~-***~~~~-***~~~~~***~~~~***~~~
Second quality
1986:
Jan.-Mar ....
Apr. -June. . .
July-Sept ...
Oct.-Dec ....

***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
between * * * and * * *percent of the domestic product price. The largest
differentials occur in the two cases in which the price of domestic and Taiwan
second-quality fabric and expanded neoprene laminate can be compared.
In general, the price of domestic fabric and expanded neoprene laminate
remained relatively stable throughout the period covered by the investigation.
Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene laminate prices showed greater variance
but fell, on average, after the third quarter of 1985. The price ratio
between second- and first-quality Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene laminate
also showed large fluctuations, varying between*** and*** percent.
Quality.--End users of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate consider
quality a major determinant in selecting their supplier. Of the 13 purchasers
responding to questionnaires or telephone interviews, 12 ranked quality as the
first or second factor. Four defects affect the quality of fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate, given similar grade, thickness, and fabric: (1)
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variance in thickness of the neoprene sheets, (2) delamination of fabric from
neoprene, (3) inconsistency of fabric colors within and across lots, and (4)
fading and running of fabric colors. In each case, either production costs
increase for purchasers or the value of their final product decreases.
Purchasers also fear that low-quality fabric and expanded neoprene laminate
will damage their reputation. This consideration is particularly important in
the water-sports industry, where name brands compete.
Both domestic producers and importers sell second-quality fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate. By definition, second-quality fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate is sold at a discount. For domestic and foreign producers,
the term "second-quality" generally implies that some portion of the sheet or
roll is unuseable. "Seconds" can be caused by holes or pits in the neoprene;
holes, rips or wrinkles in the fabric; adhesive bleed-thru on fabric; and
short sheets.
· Purchasers were asked by questionnaire and telephone to make quality
comparisons between domestic and Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate. The responses' from firms in the sports-medicine industry that were
familiar with both the domestic and foreign product were relatively uniform:
domestic fabric and expanded neoprene laminate was preferred to imports from
Taiwan. ·.Reasons cited include durability, lac.k of odor, and stiffness.
However, their comparisons were generally conducted between Taiwan fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate and Rubatex G-231-N or R-1400. Consequently, the
distinctions appear to be due to differences in the grade of fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate rather than quality.
Respondents in the water-sports industry were asked to directly compare
the quality of Rubatex 008 and Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene laminate.
Several generalizations can be made, although some ambiguity remains. First,
all purchasers familiar with domestic and Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate stated that domestic neoprene is of equal or higher quality than the
import. Second, four purchasers noted that the quality of the imported Taiwan
product has been improving. Third, the quality of domestic fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate relative to Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene
laminate is considered higher by diving-suit manufacturers than by surface
suit manufacturers. Specifically, five diving-suit manufacturers claim that
the cell structure of Taiwan neoprene collapses more quickly than the domestic
product when placed under stress. This quality flaw first appears on the
knees and elbows of sport-diving wet suits.
Several quality complaints were common to both domestic producers and
importers. Three purchasers indicated that the fabric on imported fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate runs and that the color consistency within lots was
poor. However, one purchaser made similar complaints against domestic
producers.
Appearance of fabric.--The color, brightness, and hand of the fabric used
in fabric and expanded neoprene laminate is of major importance to a large
segment of end users. In fashion-oriented markets such as surf suits, ski
suits, and swim suits, fabric appearance ranks equal or near price and quality
considerations. Consequently, producers and importers of domestic fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate offer a wide range of fabrics, colors, and
patterns. However, differences between available fabrics and colors serve to
differentiate their products.
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Rubatex, the petitioner, offers seven different types of fabrics:
lightweight nylon, bright nylon, heavyweight nylon, plush nylon, terry nylon,
lycra, and unbroken loop nylon. SHEICO, the Taiwan producer, offers four
types of fabrics: standard (lightweight) nylon, shiny (Japanese) nylon, plush
nylon, and lycra. Domestic and Taiwan lightweight nylon are similar, although
the domestic material stretches slightly more and has a looser weave.
Consequently, the domestic fabric appears less bright when laminated to black
neoprene. There is, also, a difference between the brightness of domestic
bright nylon and the Taiwan shiny (Japanese) nylon. Domestic manufacturers
are unable to profitably obtain this fabric from Japan because of high import
duties.
Purchasers responding to questionnaires or interviewed by telephone
stated that importers of Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene laminate offered
an equal or wider variety of fashionable colors than the domestic producers.
However, several purchasers also stated that domestic producers have recently
improved their selection. Rubatex, as of June 1987, offered 25 solid colors
and 1 camouflage pattern in lightweight nylon. SHEICO offered 34 solid colors
(including 5 florescent colors) and 2 camouflage patterns in a similar
material. !/ The importer also had an advantage in special orders: custom
colors were free on orders over * * * sheets, but Rubatex required orders of
over * * * sheets. Whereas purchasers stated that SHEICO had an edge in color
selection, others felt Rubatex had caught up in the solid colors. However,
the importer still has an advantage in patterns and stripes. Several large
purchasers and direct importers stated that color selection, including stripes
and patterns, was a major factor in choosing the imported product over the
domestically produced good. Several purchasers of domestic fabric and
expanded neoprene laminate indicated that the superiority of the imported
colors did not compensate for the lower quality of the neoprene.
Service.--The level of service offered in the fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate industry depends upon delivery time, response time to
special requests, general availability of service, and firm reliability.
Purchasers generally ranked service below price, quality, and fabric
appearance as a determinant in selecting a supplier. Delivery time is
particularly important to purchasers with strict deadlines and seasonal demand
peaks. Reliability plays an important role for similar reasons.
The Commission received purchaser complaints directed at both importer
and domestic-producer service. Most of the complaints involved delays in
specific deliveries and increases in the average length of delivery time.
These complaints were distributed equally among users of the domestic and
foreign product. Several purchasers indicated that visits by domestic sales
representatives were less frequent than those of the importer and foreign
producer.
Lost sales
The Commission received three lost-sales allegations from the petitioner,
Rubatex. The alleged lost sales, occurring during January 1985, totaled * * *
and were valued at***· Kirkhill, Inc., the other domestic producer,
registered no specific claims. * * *·

l/ Most of the fabric and expanded neoprene purchased consists of six to eight
different colors.
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Rubatex alleged that it lost sales of * * * of fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate, valued at * * *, to * * *, of * * *· * * * verified that
small purchases" approximately * * *, were made from Taiwan .. ,_Purchases were
discontinued because of the poor cell structure of the neoprene -and the.
tendency for fabric de lamination. He also cited problems wi.th shipping. The
last purchase occurred in***·
In a second allegation, Rubatex claimed sales were lost to * * * totaling
* * * of fabric and expanded neoprene laminate valued at * * *· * * *
supplied purchasing r_ecords for the period covered _by this investigation. The
rec.ords indicate th~t * .,. * began purchasing fabric ~nd expanded neoprene
·laminate directly from Taiwan in * * *, with purchases totaling * * * in 1986
and*** through.the first half of 1987. The records also indicate that
.purchases of Taiwan fab~ic and expanded neoprene laminate were at the expense
of Japanese manufacturers.· Conversations with * * *• revealed three principle
reasons for purchasing from Taiwan: price, fabric (especially color), and
service. * * *·
.
In the final allegation, Rubatex claimed lost sales of * * *, valued at
·*confirmed
* *, to * * *· Information garnered from the purchaser questionnaire and
in a telephone conversation
* * * showed one small pur.chase in
~ith

* * *, totaling * * *• with a value of * * *· ***noted that the quality of
Taiwan fabric and expanded neoprene laminate has improved substantially over
the last 3. years but, nonetheless, his firm does not plan to increase
purchases from Taiwan. * * * has increased its purchases from Rubatex this
year because.of the rising Japanese yen.
Exchange rates
Between January 1984 and May 1987, the nominal value of the United States
dollar depreciated ?1.6 percent.against the New 'faiwan dollar.(table 15).
After adjusting for r~lative deflation, t~e real depreciation was 11.7 percent.

'"
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Table 15
Nominal-exchange-rate equivai"ents of the New Taiwan dollar in U.S. dollars,
real-exchange-ra~e equivalents, and producer price indices in Taiwan and the
United States, '!:/ indexed by quarters, January 1984-May 1987

Period
1984:
Jan. -Mar ........
Apr.-June .......
July-Sept .......
Oct.-Dec ........
1985:
Jan.-Mar ........
Apr.-June .......
July-Sept ...... ·..
Oct.-Dec.~ ......
1986:
Jan.-Mar ........
Apr.-June .......
July-Sept .......
Oct.-Dec ........
1987:
Jan.-Mar ........
Apr. -May ........

(January-March 1984=100.0)
Taiwan
Producer
NominalRealU.S. producer
prlce
exchangeexchangeindex
rate index
rate index 3L
Erice index
-------US dollars/NT$------100.0
100.7
100.4
100.2

100.0
100.6
99.9
99.3

100.0
101.0
102.4
102.0

100.0
100.9
101.9
101.2

100.0
100.i
99.4
100.0

98.4
97.7
97.0
96.4

102.1
100.9
99.6
· 100.4

100.5
98.4
97.2
96.8

98.5
96.6
96.2
96.5

95.6
94.5
93.3
92.9

102.3
104.6
107.3
110.6

99.2
102.3
104.l
106.4

97.7
99.0

92.0
90.9

114.9
121.6

108.2
111. 7

y Exchange rates expressed in U.S. ·dollars per unf:t of foreign currency.
'!:j Producer price indices are based on end-of-period quarterly indices

presented on line 63 of the International Financial Statistics.
The indexed real exchange rate represents the nominal exchange rate
adjusted for relative inflation rates as measured by the Producer Price Index
in the United States and Taiwan. Producer prices in the United States
decreased 1.0 percent during the interval January 1984-May 1987, compared with
a 9.1-percent decrease in Taiwan prices for the same period.

~

Sources: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics;
Central Bank of China, Financial Statistics.
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Vol. 52, Na. 111 / Wednesday, June 10. 1987
[Investigation No. 731-TA-371 (Final))

Fabric and Expanded Neoprene
Laminate From Taiwan
AGENCV: United States International
Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution of a final
antidurnping investigation and
scheduling of a hearing to be held in
connection with the investigation.

I

Notices

by the Department of Commerce that
imports of fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate from Taiwan are
being sold in the Unit<!d States at less
than fair value within the meaning of
section 731 .:>f the act (19 U.S.C. 1673).
The investigation was requested in a
petition filed on December 23. 1986, by
Rubatex Corporation, Beford. VA. In
respor.se to that petition the
Commission conducted a preliminary
antidumping investigation anJ, on the
basis of information developed durint
the course of that investigation,
determined that there was a reasonable
inJication that an industry in the United
States was materially injured or
threatened with material injury by
reason of imports of the subject
merchandise (52 FR 5200, February 19,
1987).

The Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution of final
antidumping investigation No. 731-TA371 (Final) under section 735(b) or the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)) to
determine whether an industry in the
United States is materially injured, or is
threatened with material injury. or the
establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded. by
reason of imports from Taiwan of fabric
Participation in the ir.vestigatian.and expanded neoprene laminate,
Persons wishing to participate in this
provided for in items 355.81, :155.82.
invesiigation as parties must file an
359.50. and 359.60 of the Tariff
entry of appearance with the Secretary
Schedules of the United States. that
to the Commission. as provided in
have been found by the Department of
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules (19
Commerce, in a preliminary
CFR 201.11). not later than twenty-one
detennination, to be sold in the United
(21) days after the publication of thia
States at less than fair value (LTFV}.
notice in the Federal Register. Any entry
Unless the investigalion is extended,
of appearance filed after !his date will
Commerce will make its final LTFV
be referred to the Chairman, who will
determination on or before July 22. 1987,
determine whether to accept the late
and the Commission will make its final
entry for good cause shown by the
injury detennination by September 10,
person desiring to file the entry.
1987 (see sections 735(aJ and 735(bJ of
Service /ist.--Pursuant to I 201.ll(d)
the act (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a) and
of the Commission's rules (19 CFR
1673d(bJJJ.
201.U(d)), the Secretary will prepare a
For further information concerning the sevice list containing the names and
conduct of this investig<tticn, hearing
addresses of all persons. or their
procedures, and rules of general
representatives, who are parties to this
application, consult the Commission's
investigation upon the expiration of the
Rules of Practice and Procedure, part
period for filing entries of appearance.
207, subparts A and C (19 CFR Part 207),
In accordance with I 201.16(c) and 207.3
and part 201, subparts A through E (19
of the rules (19 CFR 201.t6(c) and 207.3),
CFR Part 201}.
each document filed by a party to the
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 14. 191)7.
investigation must be served on all other
parties to the investigation (as identified
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONT.llCT:
by the service list), and a certificate of
Bruce Cates (202-523--0369), Office or
service must accompany the document.
Investigations, U.S. lntemational Trade
Commission. 701 E Street N W .•
The Secretary will not accept a
Washington. DC 20436. Hearingdocument for filing without a certificate
impaired individuals may obtain
of service.
information on this matter by contacti113
Staff reporL-A public version of the
the Commission's TDD terminal on 202prehearing staff report in this
724--0002. Information may also be
investigation will be placed in the public
obtained via electronic mail by calling
record of July 21, 1987, pul"luant lo
the Office of Investigations' remote
I 207.21 of the Commission's rules (111
bulletin board system for personal
CFR 207.21).
computers at 202-523-0103. Persons with
Hearing.-The Commission will hold
mobility impairmants who will need
a hearing in connection with this
special assistance in gaining access to
investigation beginning al 9:JO a.m. on
the Commission should contact the
August 6, 1987. at the U.S. International
Office of the Secretary at 202-523-0161.
Trade Commission Ouilding. 701 E Street
NW .. Washington. DC. Requests to
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
appear at the hearing sh.mid be filed In
Background.-This IOH!stig.ition ia
writing with the Secretary to the
being insliluted as a ~esult of .in
affirmative preliminary determination
Commission not l<iter than the clnse of
SUMMARY:
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busi.,ess (5:15 p.m.) on July 24, 1987.,AJI
persons desiring to appear at the
hearing and make oral presentations
should file prehearing briefs and attend
a prehearing conference to be held at
9:30 a.m. on July.JO, 1987, in room 117 of
the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. The deadline for
filing prehearing briefs is fuly 31, 1987.
Testimony at the public hearing is
governed by § 207.23 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.23). This
rule requires that testimony be limited to
a nonconfidential summary and analysis
of material contained in prehearing
briefs and to information not available
al the time the prehearing brief was
submitted. Any written materials
submitted at the hearing must be filed in
accordance with the procedures
desr.ribed below ar.d any confidential
materials must be submitted at least
three (J) working days prior to the
hearing (see § 2Gl.6(b)(Z) of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR .201.6(bJ(2))).
Writ~en submissions.-All legal
arguments. economic analyses. and
factual materials relevant to the public
hea;fag should be included in prehearing
briefs in accordance with § 207.22 of the
Corr:mi3sion's :i..!es (19 CFR 207.22).
Posthearing briefs must conform with
the provisions of section 207.24 (19 CFR
207.24) and must be submitted not later
than the close of business on August 13,
1987. In addition. any person who has
not entered an appearance as a party to
· the investigation may submit a written
statement of information pertinent to the
subject of the io\'estigation on or before
August 13, 1987.
A signed original and fourteen (14)
copies of each submission must be filed
with the Secretary to the Commission in
accordance with I 201.8 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.lf. All
written submissions except for
confidential business data will be
available for public inspection durin3
regular business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary lo the
Commission.
Any business information for which·
confidential treatment is desired must
be submitted separately. The en\·elope
and all pages of such submissions must
be clearly labeled "Confidential
Business Information." Confidential
submissions and requests for
confidential treatment must conform
with the requirements of § 201.6 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.6).
Authority: This investigation is being
conducted under authority of the Tariff
Act oC 1930. title VU. Thia notice is
published pursuant to ~ 207.20 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.20}.
By order of the Commiss10CL

I
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Issued: 1une Z. 1987.

Kenneth R. Mason.
Secre:ary.
!FR Doc. 87-iJIOB Fiie<l 6-!HJ7; 8:15 arnj
BIUJNG COOE 7020-01_.
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Wedne~day, July 1, 1987 / Notices

24537

bulletin board system For personal
computers at 202-523-0103. Persona with
mobility impairments who will need
special assistance in gaining access to
the Commission should contact the
Office of the Secretary at 202-523-0161.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Effective
May 14. 1987, the Commission instituted
the subject investigation and
established a schedule For its conduct
(52 FR 22010. June 10. 1987).
Subsequently, the Department of
Commerce extended the date for its
final determination in the investigation
From July 22, 1987, to September 28. 1987
(52 FR 21339. June 5, 1987). The
Commission. therefore, is revising Its
schedule iD the investigation to conform
with Commerce's new schedule.
The Commission's new schedule for
the investigation ls as follows: requests
to appear at the hearing must be filed
with the Secretary to the Commission
not later ~an September 29, 1987: the
prehearing conference will be held in
room 117 of the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building at 9:30 a.m. on
·
September 31). 1987; the public version of
the prehearing staff report will be
placed on the public record on
September 15. 1987; the deadline for
filing prehearing briefs la September 3D.
1987; the hearing will be held in room
331 of the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building at 9:30 a.m. on
October 6, 1987; and the deadline for
filing all other written submissions,
including posthearing briefs, is October
13, 1987.

[Investigation No. 731-TA-371 (Flnal)J

For further information concerning
this investigation see the Commission's
notice of investigation cited above and
the Commission's rules of practice and
procedure, part Z07, subparts A and C
(19 CFR Part Z07), and part 201, subparts
A through E (19 CFR part 201).

Fabric and Expanded Neoprene
Laminate From Taiwan; Revised
Schedule

Authority: Thia Investigation 11 being
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1930, title VIL Thia notice la published
punuant to section 207.ZO of the
Commission'• rules (19 CFR 207.ZO).

AGENCY: United States International
Trade Commission.
AcnON: Revised schedule For the subject
investigation.

By order of the Commission.
Issued: June 25, 1987.
Kenneth R. Mason,

uncnva DAn: June 2Z. 1987.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Bruce Cates (ZOZ-523--0369); omce of
Investigations, U.S. International Trade
Commission. 701 E Street NW.,
Washington. DC 20438. Hearingirnpaired Individuals may obtain
Information on this matter by contacting
the Commission's mo terminal on zoz724-0002. Information may also be
obtained via electronic mail by calllng
the Office of Investigations' remote

Secretary.
[FR Doc. 87-1-1967 Flied &-3<M7: 8:45 am)
&ft.LING cooa 7020-02-li
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Determinations 1987... Marketina ~ear · Soll ConMrvatlon S. *8
Accordingly, the following
.
determinations b&Ye been maclel.Gr ·
burley tobaecc»b dae marketins Je8T
beginning October t. 1987;

T91118d/Lolo W•terahed, ID; Finding of

llO SlgnlflcMt Impact

Fedentt DolNnitk: Afttetain:e ander No.
to.90l-W11terwhed"Proteetioa 1llld flood
l'Mventton-tiad h nbject to prowtliom of ·
Executive Order 12372 which requlrn

AGENCY: Soil Conservation Service,
in~ c:omdtatton ..tth-Stale
Asriculture. .
- · local .-ia.la.J
(a) Domestic manufaciursrs'
···· . aeT10N: Notice of a finding of no
Dated: May 5. 19111.
intentions. Manufacturers'. i,ntentions to .·. significant ~l
llodn8' M. All;
p~c~ase for the 1987 year totaled 293.7 :· . -MlllllARY:-=----.-Purs--=._W._n_t-to_ae_·-cti-.-on-10-2-(2_)(_C)_ Deputy St°"' ConRrvationivt.
million pounds.
·
...._
·
tal poliq
.o f .the· Na t'1onaI En vrronmen
· (FR Doc. 87-10888 Filed ~1~: 1:45 amJ
(b) ·3-year averog~ export... •.ne s-year · Act of 1969; the Council on
· BILLING caai.M......
average of exports 1s 152.2 million
.
.· Environmental Quality Guidelinea {to
~ds, based on expo~·of141.3 . .
. CFRPart 1500); and the Soil
.
-nullion pounds, 164.6 mtftion poamli and Conservation Service Guidelines (7 CFR DEPARTIENT M COMMERCE
150.8 million pounds for the ~984, 1985.
Part ·650): the Soil Conservation Service.
and 1988 crop years, respectively.
U.S. Departinent of Agriculture. gives
lntematlonal Tf8de Aclmlnlalnlloil
(c) Reserve stock level. 11ie reserve
·notice that an environmental lrnpact
[A-5U-487)
atock is 74 million pounds, hued on 15
statement is not being prepared for the
percent oft988'a national marketins
Tenaed/Lolo Watershed, Benewah
Fabric .ct Expanded
quota of 493.5 million pounds..
. Country, Idaho.
LarnlM19 From TlllWan; Prdlnlnary
(d) Adjustment for Ute l'f!!Bt!rm ftock .
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Delemliludloll of ............. Timi
level. The adjusbnent for the reserve
Stanley N. Hobson, State
Fair Value
a1ock level la 33.7 million pounds. hued Conservationist. Soil Conservation
AGENCY: International Trade .
cm e reserve atock level of 74 million
Service. 304 North 8th Street. Rm. 345
Administration. Import Administration.
pounds and anticipated loan boldinp of Boise.-ldaho 83102, &elephone (20Bt334Commerce.
·
UJ'l:I million pounds.
1801.
ACnDN: Notiat.
{e) Natioaal marketing quota. The
~ARY IRFORllAT10ll: ~e
national marketing quota is 463.9 million envtronment~I assess.me~t o~ tbi1
SUllllUY: We have preliminarily
pounds
federally assisted action mdicalea that
· .
.
the project will not c;ause significant
determined that fabric and expanded
Cf) National n:serve. TJM: national
local. regional. or national impacts on
neoprene laminate {FENL) from Taiwan
reserve for malung corrections and
the environment As a result of tbae
is being, or ia likely to be. aold in the
adjusting inequities in ~ fa.rm acreage
findings, Stanley N. Hobson. State
United States at len than fair •alue. We
allotments and for establishing .
Conservationist. has determined .that Ille have notified the U.S. lntemational
allotments b new farms baa been
preparation and review of an
.
Trade Comlnisaion (fl'C) af oar
determined to 250.000 pounds.
environmental impact statement are not
detennination and have directed the
(g) National acreage factor. 11ie
needed for this project.
.
U.S. Customs Service to suspend the
national factor i.a determined to be OJM.
The project concerns land treatment
liquidation of all entries of FENL from
(h} Price •upport level The level of
measures to be applied on critically
Taiwan tbat are entered. or withdrawn
support is 148.8 cents per pound baaed
eroding cropland to control sheet. rill
from warehouse, for consumption. on or
on a 1986 support level of 148.8 cent.a per and gully ~on a~d the subsequent
after the date of publication or this
pound with no adjusbnent. Thia la baaed off-eite .e~entati~ problema.
notice, and to require a cath deposit or
on 2.0 cents per pound increase in the
The Notice of Findmg of No
bond for each entry in an a11110UDt equal
market price component(% weight) and
Sitnlficant Impact (PONSI) bas been
to tbe estimate dumping margins aa
3.9 cents per pound decrease in the coat
forwarded to the Environmen~al . .
described in the "Suspension of
~a.
·
·
Protection Agency and to vanou.a
Liquidation" section of tbi1 notice. If this
component (in) '"'"''6''L
Federal. State, and local agencies and
investigation proceeds nonnaUy. we will (Secs. 301. 313. 317. 375. 52 Stat. 38, a8
interested parties. A limited number of
make our final determination by July 2Z.
amended 47. a8 amended. 79 Stat.16, as
copies of the FONSI are available to fall
1987.
amended. 52 Stat. 86, &8 amended (7 U.S.C.
single copy request& at the addreu oa.
13ot. 1313. t314c. 13'7S): Secs. 1n&. 401. 74 Stat.
the Pnivioll8 pase- Basic data de~loped El FECnW DA'n: May 14, 1987.
6. n amended, 63 Stat. 1054. as amended (7
during the environmental useasment
FOR FURTHER INFORllA110N c:otn'ACT:
U.S.C. 1445.1421))
are on file and may be reviewed by ·
Paul Tambakis or Charles Wilson.
Signed at Washington. DC on May 8. 1987.
contacting Mr. Stanley N; Hobson.
Office of Investigations. Import
Milton J. Hertz,
No administrative action oo
Administration. lntematlonal Trade
Adminivtrotor. Agricultaral Stabilization and
implementatiOn of the propaMI will ~
Administration. U.S.. Department of
Conservation Service and Executive Vice
taken until 30 days after the date of this
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
President, Commodity Credit Corporation.
publication in the Federal Register.
Avenue NW.. Washington, DC 20230:
fFR Doc. 87-11060 Filed &-1H7: 8:45 am)
telephone: (202) 377-4136 or 377-5288.
lllLUNG COOE 141 o-o5-11
(This activity ia listed in the Catalog of
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Preliminary O.termiuatioa
We have preliminarily determined
_that FENL from Taiwan Hi bein8. oria
likely ro be. sold in the United States at
less than fair value, as provided in
section 733(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930.
as amended (the Act) (19 U.S.C.
1673b(b)). The weight~d-average
margins are shown in lhe "Suspension.
of LiquidationM section of this notice.
Case History

On December 23. 1986, we received a
petilMmf&edtn.pioper"Iann&om ....
Rubatex Corporation ol Bedford. ·
Virginia, on behalf of domestic
manufacturers of FENL. In compliance
with the filing requirements of § 353.36
of the Commerce Regulations (19 CFR
353.36), the petition alleged that importa
of the subject merch~dise from Taiwan
a·re being. or are likely to be. sold in the
United Statea at less than fair value
within the meanfug of section 731 of the
Act, and that these imports are
materially injuring, or threaten material
injury to. a United States industry.
After reviewing the petition, we
determined that it contained sufficient
grounds upon which to initiate an
antidumping duty investigation. We
initiated such an investigation on
January 12, 1987 {52 FR Z133, January 20.
1987). and notified the rrc of our action.
On February 6. 1987; the rrc determined·
that there is reasonable indication that
imports of fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate from Taiwan are
materially injuring a U.S. industry.(US
ITC Pub. No. 11N45).
On January 26. 1987, we presented an
antidumping duty q~tionnaire to Shei
Chung Hsin Industrial Co .. Ltd.
(SHEICO) and requested a response in
30 days. On February 11, 1987,
respondent requested an extension of
the due date for the questionnaire
response. We granted the respondent at
tw07week extensiOn. We received a
response to the sales questionnaire on
March 11.1987. Between March 20 and·
April 8, 1987, the Department requested
supplemental infonnation. Supplemental
responses were received on March Z7
and April 15, 1987.
Scope of Investigation
The product covered by this
-investigation is fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate. as provided for in
items 355.8100. 355.8210. 355.8220,
359.50900 and 359.6000 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States · ·
Anno,oted (TSUSA). Thia mall!rial is
used primarily in the ·manufacture of wet
suits and aim.ilar products fer the 9CUba
·dh'ing and reereatianal markets.

I
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1'ursday; May 14;·~

Fmv.1.~··

· We made Comparisons on
approximately 99 percent or the sales ot
FENL to the United States during the
period of investigation. July 1 through
December 31, 1986. Becauae SHEICO
aa;ounted for o..er 70 percent of all
1&les of this lm!rchandise from Taiwan. ·
·we limited our investigation to this
company.
To determine whether sales of the
subject merchandise in lite United
States were made at less than fair value.
we compared the United States price
with rhe foreign market value for the
coQipany under.investigation using data
provided in the responses,•. •.: '· ·
·
United States Pliae. ' · · ·.

I
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becavse ft is lt'll&ociu'" with a ·
materia11y di~t type of selling
activity than the mere facilitation of a
tranisaction such aa occurs of a direct
shipment to an unrelated U.S .. purchaser.
In sttuationnmere the related party
places the 1MTChandm into inventory,
he commonly incurs 91lbstantial storage
and ftnlll1Chll can-ying ~sts end has
added flexibility in this marlteting. We
also use the inventory test because it
can be readily understood and applied
by respondents who must respond to
Department questionnaires in a short
period-of time. It is objective in nature,
as the final destination of the goods can
be established from nonnal commercial
documents associated with the sale and
verified with certainty:
We ca!Culated purchase price and
exporter's sales price based on the
packed. f.o.b .. c.&i., c.&r. duty unpaid. or
c.l.f. duty paid prices to unrelated
purchasers in the United States. We
made deductions. where appropriate, for
foreign inland freight. brokerage and
handling charges. ocean. freight, marine
insurance, U.S. duty and U.S. inland
freight. Where we used .exporter'a salea
price. we made additional deductions
for credit expenses. other U.S. selling
expenaes, and commissions. We made
additions to both purchase price and
exporter'1 sales price for duty drawback
(i.e~ import duties which were rebated,
or riot collected. by reaaon of the
exportation of the merchandise to the
United States} pursuant to section
772(d)(l)(B) of the Act.
.:

For certain sales by SH!ICO, we
based United States price on exporter's
sales price {ESP), in accordance with
section 772{c) of the Act. since the sale
to the first unrelated purchaser took
place in the United States. For those
sales by SHEICO made directly to
unrelated parties in the United States
priorto importation, we based the
United States price cm purchase price hi
accordance with _eectioR 772(bJ of the
Act.
For sales which were made through a
related sales agent ln the United States
to an unrelated purctlaset' prior to the
date importatio11, we used purchase
price as the basis for determinig United .
States price. For these sales. the
Department determined that purchase
price Wal the most appropriate indicator
of United Slaw price based on the
Foreign Market Val119
following elementa:
·
In accordance with section
- i. The men:baalse in question wu
"3(a)(l)(B) of the Act. we calculated
shipped directly from the manufacturer
foreign market value based on sales for
to the unrelated buyer, without being
export to a country other than the
introduced into the inventory of the
United States (a "third country"), since
related sellins 881!ft~
·
SHFJCO bad insufficient home market
2. This was the customaty commercial
sales of.FEM.. We calculated foreign
channel for sales. of this merchandise
market value based on the packed. c.if..
between the parties involved; and
f.o.b., c.&L or c.&i.. duty unpaid prices
3. The related sellin8 agent localed in
to unrelated purchasers in Australia. We
the United States acted only aa tlie ·
made deductiODS where appropriate for
processor of.aa.Je1-related ·
brokesage and handling, foreign inland
documentation and a coinmunicatioa
freight marine insurance, and ocean
link with the unrelated U:.S. buyer.
freight.
Where all the aboYe elements are met
When we compared foreign market
we regard the routine sell.ins functiona
. value to purchase price sales. we made
of the eXpe>rter a havins been merely
adjustments for differences in credit and
relocated geographically fnnn the
warranty expense1. in accordan<:e with
county of exportation to tbe United
I 353.15 of the regulations (19 CfR
States. where the sale. aseacy performs
353..15)•.
them. Whether these functions are done
in the United States or abroad does not
When we compal'ed foreign market
chanse the lllhstanceof the tnn1Actiona value with exponer's sales prit:e. we
of the functiom themaelvea.
treated credit and warranty expentts as
In imtaaaia where· merc:bandiBe is
deductiiona, punuant to section
ordinarily diverted into the .elated US
. 71'2( eJ(2J of the Act, Instead of adjusting
foreign rnaltet •afae for the differences.
seJlfns qesl's iavemoey. ·we repni • •
factor
an importat diltiuctioa
We made an additional deduction to

of
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foreign market v.alue for commissions.
investigation exoeeda t1M: United States . .
This determination is published
.
We also used indirect selling expen;es
price .as shown in the table.below. The
·pursuant to section 733(f) of the Act (19 ·
in the Australian market to offset United suspension of liquidation will remain in . · U.S.C. 1673b(f)). ..
·States selling expenaea. bi accordance
effect until further notice.
· ·. '
· G,Ubert B. ICaplan.
with § 353.lS{c) of our reg\llations..
Deputf "8sistant secretary for Import
. In order to adjuat for differences in
· ', ...., · Administration. · . ·
..
:packing between the· two µiarkets, we
. ·~·'M8ya,-. '.
. ·
'deducted Australian packing costs from
foreign market value and ~dded U.S.
.·. . --··_._..
(FR 0oc. 81-t1ose
5-13-61: a:45 amJ
·packing ~osts.
.
: MUIGCODI ·~
: We established separate categoriea of
. "'such o.r similar" merchaQdise. pursuant
. to section 771(16) of the Act. on the· .. · ITC Notification
·;bas~ of thickness fabric· type and 'foam
In liecord~~ With sect)~ ~co 0f
_[~tt'r.oL 8675-01, A75-02]
type. Where there were no identical . ·· the Act, we will notify the rrc.of our
·
products in the Australian market with : detei'mination..hi addition,
Actlona AtreCang Export Pitva8ges;
wh_ich to comp11re product sold to the
making.availabletotbeiTcali . ', :
~dKlngetaL
··
United States. we made adjustments to
nonprivileged and nonpropritttlrt'. ) · ·· · ' :()rdlr
,, ,
.similar merchandise to account for
lnformation relating to this ..'
.:
· .differences in the physical
.investigation. We will allow. the ITC · .
: ·OD March 19, 1987, I issued and order
characteristics of the merchandise, in' . . ·accesa.to all privileged and baaineae . ,.. . h~ 'thbe 11:boclve C?8Ptioned proceeding~ 1.
accordance with section 773(a)(4)(C) of
proprietary information in our files.
- ·ere Y arify that order as follows:
the Act. These adjustments were based
proVided the ITC confirms thatit will
Edward P. king, individually and doing
of differences in the costs of materials.
not disclose such information either
'business as Printemps Corporation,
. labor and directly relate~:factory . .
bl' l
d
dmini'
·
.formely with an addresa at 5122
pu i_c y or un er a
strative
GrilndView Avenu.e, Yorba Unda.
overhead.
· ·
, ,: :
· protective order without the written .
consent of the Deputy Assistant .. . . · California 92688. and presently with an
Currency Convenion
Secretary for Import AdininistratiOn. . ..
address at1613 Old Fashion Way,
We made currency. co~versionsfrom
The ITC will determine whether these
.Ana'heim, California 92804 la denied for
new Taiwan dollars to U.S. dollars in
imports materially mjure, or thereaten
a period of 10 yeara from the date of the
accordance with § 353.56(a) of our
material injury to, 8 United States
original order dated March 19, 1987.
regulations, using the certified daily ·
industry, before the later ofUo days
·
Dated: May 11• 1987•
exchange rates furnished by the Federal
after
our
preliminary
aft'irmative
·
Paul
f'reedenber8,
Reserve Bank of New York. For '
determination or 45 days after our final . Assistant Secretary for Trade Adminsitration.
exporter's sales price Comparisions, we
determination.
(Fa Doc. 87-11057.Filed 5-13-37; 8:45 am)
used· the official exchange rate on .the
date of sale, since using the exchange
Public Comment
1LU11G CODE •..ar..
rate as of the date of sale is consistent
.
'
In accordance with I 353.47 of our
with section 615 of the Trade and Tariff ·
Appncatlons
for
Duty.free
Entry
of.
regulationa
(19
CFR
353.47),
if
requested;
Act of1984(the1984 Acl)We followed
_we will hold a public hearing to afford · ~tHlc lnatrumenta; L.aw'rence
section section 615 of the 1984 Act
Berkeley Laboratory' .....
interested parties and opportunity to
rather than § 353.56(a)(2) of our
comment on this preliminary
regulations, because the later law
determination at 1:00 p.m. on June 4.
. Pursuant to section6(c) of the
.
sui>ersedes that section of the
1987, at the U.S. Department of
F.ducational, Scientific and Cultural
·
regulatons.
Materials Importation Act of 1966 (Pub.
Commerce, Room 1414, 14th Street and
Verification
L 89-651; 80 Stat. 897; 15 CFR Part 301),
Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington.
DC 20230. Individuals who wish to
·we invite comments on the question of
We will verify all .information used in
participate in the hearing must submit 8
wheth.er inatruments of equivalent
making our final determination in
scientific value, for the purposes for
request to the Deputy Assistant
accordance with section 776(a) of the
Secretary, Import Administration. Room • which the inatruments shown below are
Act. We will use standard verification
B-099, at the above addreu within 10· · intended to be used, are being
.
procedures, including examination of
days of this notice's publication."
manufactured in the United States.
relevant sales and financial records of
Comments must comply with
Requests should contain: (1) 'l'be party's
the company under investigation.
I
301.S(a} (3) and (4) of the regulations
name, address, and telephone number:
Suspension of Liquidation
(2) the number of participants; (3) the
and be filed within 20 days with the
In accordance with section 733(d) of · rreason for attending; and (4) a list of the
Statutory Import Programs Staff, U.S.
the Act. we are directing the U.S.
issues to be discussed. In addition,
DepartmP.nt of Commerce, Washington.
Customs Service to suspend liquidation
prehearing briefs in at least 10 copies
DC 20230. Applications may be
of all entries of FENL from Taiwan that
must be submitted to the Deputy
examined between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00
are entered, or withdrawn from
A88istant Secretary by May Zl, 1987.
p.m. bl Room 1523. U.S. Department of
warehouse, for consumption, on or after . Oral presentations will be limited to.
Commerce. 14th and Constitution
the date of publication of this notice in
issues raised in the briefs. All written
Avenue, NW.. Washignton, DC.
the Federal Register. The U.S. Customs
views should be filed in accordance
I>Qcltet Number: 86-304R. Applicant:
Service shall require a cash deposit or _ with 19 CFR 353.46. not lea than 30 .
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Division
· days before the final determination, or,
the posting of a bond equal to the
of Biology and Medicine, 1 Cyclotron
estimated weighted-average amounts by if a hearing is held. within 1 days after
Road. Berkeley, CA 9'720. Instrument:
which the foreign marlcet of the · ·
the hearing transcript la available, at the · Circular Dichroism Spectropolarimeter,.
merchandise aubject to this
above addreu in at least 10 eopiea.
Model HKJ()A. Manufacturer: JASCO,

~--Olhar8_·_---~:.-:_'-:.:_-:.:_-:.:_-:.:_-:.:_-~:-_...J..:..i
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(19 U.S.C. 1673d(a)(2)(AJ). Based on this
request. we are postponing our final.
detemination as to whether sales of ·
fabric and expanded neoprene laminate
Crom Taiwan have occurred at less than
fair value until not later than September
28. 1987.
EfftCTIVE DATE: July 6. 1987.
FOR FURTHER INFOAlllATION CONTACT:

Paul Tambakia or Charles Wilson, (202377-4138 or 377-5288). Office o( ,.
Investigations, Import Administration.
International Trade Administration. U.S.
Department of Commerce, 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20230.

[A-583-607)

Postponement of Final Antldumplng
Duty Determination; Fabric and
Expanded Neoprene laminate From
Taiwan
AGENCY: International Trade
Administration. Import Administration.
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.

This notice informs the public
!hat we have received a request Crom
the respondent In this investigation to
postpone the final determination, ar.
permitted in section 735(a){Z)(A} of the
. Tariff Ai.1 of 1930. as amend~ (the Act)
SUMMARY:

SUPPLEMENTARY IHFOAMATIOIC On
January 20, 1987, we published a notice
. in the Federal Repster (52 FR it33) that
we were initiating. under section 732(b}
of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673a(b)J, an
antidumping duty investigation to
determine whether fabric and exported
neoprene laminate from Taiwan was
being, or was likely to be, sold at less
· than fair value. On February 8, 1987, the
International Trade Commission
determined that there is a reasonable
indication that imports of fabric and
expanded neoprene laminatefrom
Taiwan are materially injuring a U.S.
industry. On May 14, 1987, we published
a preliminary determination of sales at
less than fair value with respect to this
merchandise (52 FR 18258). The notice
stated that iC the investigation
proceeded normally, we would make our
final determination by July 22, 1987.
On May 18, 1987, Shel Chung Hsfn
Industrial Co., Ltd.• respondent in this
investigation, requested a postponement
or the final detennination until not later
than the 13Sth day after publication of
our preliminary determination, pursuant
to section 735(a)(2J(AJ of the Acl
Respondent accounts for a significant
proportion of exports of the
merchandise to the United Statea. If
exporters who account Car a significant
proportion of exporta of the
merchandise under investigation request
an extension after an affirmative
preliminary detennination, we are
required, absent compeUins reasons to
the contrary, to grant the requesL
We are postponing the date of the
final delennination until not later than
September 28. 1987.
The United Slates International Trade
Commission is being advised of this
postponement. in accordance witb
section 735(dJ of the Act.
This notice is published pursuant to
section 735(d) of the AcL

A-40.
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June t. 198T.
Gilbert 8. Kaplan.
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Import
Adminiatration.
(FR Doc. 87-12868 Filed 6-4-87; 8:45 am}
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Federal RegisterDEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
International Trade Administration
CA-583-t07J ·

Fabric and Expanded Neoprene
Laminate From Taiwan; Flnal
Determination of Sain at Leaa Than
Fair Value
AOl!NCY: International Trade
Administration, Import Administration.
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.

We have determined that
fabric and expanded neoprene laminate
. (FENL) from Taiwan is being, or is likely
to be, sold in the United States at less
than fair value. The U.S. International
Trade Commission (ITC) will determine,
within 45 days of publication of this
notice, whether these imports are
materially injuring, or are threatening
material injury to, a United State&
industry.
EFPECTIYE DATE October 5, 1987.
SUMMARY:

. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Paul Tambakis or Charles Wilson.
Office of Investigations. Import
Administration, International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue, NW.. Washington, DC 20230; ·
telephone: (202) 377-4136 or 377-6288.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:·

Final Determination
We have determined that FENL from
Taiwan Is being, or Is likely to be. sold
in the United States at less than fair
value, as provided in section 735(a) of
the Tariff Act of 1930. 88 amended (the
Act) (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a}). The margin
found for the company investigated Is
listed in the "Continuation of
·· Suspension of Liquidation" section of
this notice.

Case Histol')'·
On May 8, 1987, we made an
affirmative preliminary determination
(52 FR 18258, May 14, 1987).
·On May 18, 1987, we received a
request from Shei Chung Hain Co., Ltd.
(SHEICO), &ol~respondeQt in thia
investigation, to extend the period for
the final determination 'to no later than
135 days after publication of our
"Preliminary Determination" notice in
the Federal Register, in accordance with
section 735(a)(2)(A) of the Act. We
granted thla request and postpdned th~·
final determination until no later than
September 28, 1987 (52 FR 21339. June 5,
1_987).
..
_
As required by the Act. we afforded
interested fatties an opportunity to
·
submit ore and written comments.
Since no requests were received for a
public hearing. written comments on the
Issues arising In this Investigation were

I
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Monday, October 5, 1987

submitted between July Z3 and August
31. 1987, in lieu of the public hearing.
Scope of Investigation
, . . The product covered by this
investigation Is fabric and expanded
neoprene laminate. as provided for in
items 355.8100. 355.8210, 355.8220.
359.5000 and 359.6000 of the Tariff

Schedules of the United States
Annotated (TSUSA). This material Is
used primarily in the manufacture of wet
suits and similar products for the scuba
diving and recreational markets.
Fair Value Comparisons ·
We made comparisons on
approximately 97·percent of the sales by
.SHEICO of FENL to the United States
during the period of investigation
(P.0.1.), July 1 through December 31,
1988, Because SHEICO accounted for
over 70 percent of all sales of this
merchandise from Taiwan, we limited
-our ~vestigatlon to this company.
. To determine whether sales of the
subject merchandise in the United
States were made at less than fair value.
..we compared the United States price
with the foreign market value for the
company under investigation u~lng data
P!'Ovided in the responses.
United States Price _
· ' For certain sales by SHEICO, we
based United States prices on exporter'.&
sales price (ESP), In accordance with
section 772(c) of the Act, since the sale
. to.the first unrelated purchaser took
place after Importation into the United
States. For those sales by SHEICO made
directly to unrelated parties in the
United Sta tea prior to Importation. we
based the United States price on
"Purchase price in accordance with
section 772(b) of the Act.
·
For sales which were made through a
related sales agent in the United States
to an unrelated purchaser prior to the .
date of Importation. we used purchase
price 88 the basis for detennining United
States price. For thse sales, the
_Department determined that purchase
price was the most appropriate Indicator
of United States price based on the
follow4ng elements:
1. The merchandise In question was
~hipped directly from the manufacturer
to the unrelated buyer, without being
iilttroduced into the inventory of the
related selling agent;
.
2. This was the customary commercial
di'annel for sales of this merchandise
·between the parties Involved; and
3. The related selling agent located in ·
the United States acted only as the
· proceuor of sale-related documentation
and a communication link with the
-UDrelated U.S. buyer.
·
·
· _Where all the above elements are met.
._ we regard the rountine selling functions
. of the exporter as having been merely
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relocated geographically from·,the
country of exportation to the United
States, where the sales agent.performs
them. Whether these functions-take
1 place in the United States or aboard
does nof change the substance of the
transactions or the functions
themselves.
In Instances where merchandise Is
ordinarily diverted Into the related U.S.
selling agent's Inventory. we regard this
factor as an important distinction
because it is associated with a
materially different type of selling
activity than the mere faciJitation of a
transaction such as occurs on a direct
shipment to an unrelated U.S. purchaser.
In situations where the related party
places the merchandise into Inventory, It
commonly incurs substantial storage
and financial carrying costs and has
added flexibility in his marketing. We
also use the inventory test because It
can be readily understood and applied
by respondents who must respond to
·Department questionnaires in a short
period of time. II is objective in nature.
as the final destination of the goods can
: be established from normal commercial
documents associated with the sale and
verified with certainty.
We calculated purchase price and
exporter's aal~ price based on the
packed, f.o.b., c6l., c.Af. duty wipaid, or
c.i.t duty paid. prices to unrelated.
purchasers in the United States. We
made·deductions. where appropriate, for
foreign inland freight. broker888 and
handling charges, ocean freight. marine
insurance, U.S. duty and U.S. inland
freight. Where we used exporter'• sales
price, we made additional deductions
for credit expenses. other U.S. 11elling
expenses, and comniissions. ~e made
additions to both purchase prk:e and
exporter's sale price for duty ~whack
[i.e .. import duties which were rebated,
or not collected, by reason of the
exportation of the merchandise to. the ·
United States) pursuant to section
772(d)(1)(B) of the Acl
Foreign Market Value
In accordance with section
773(a)(l)(B) of the Act, we calculated
foreign market value based on sales for
export to a country other than the ·
United States (a "third country"), since
SHEICO had Insufficient home market
. sales of PENL. We calculated foreign
market value based on the packed. c.l.f.,
· f.o.b., c:Af., or c.al .• duty unpaid prices to
unrelated purchasers in Australia. We
selected Australia because It is the
· largest third country market and sales
. were made in tl,lnilar quantities lQ that
· ofthe.United.9tatea. We.made . · --·

~:k1~!;8~1h:~ ii~ri~''.
freight. marine fnlurance, ':!f:ce8:ft .
freiRbt.
.. .
.
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Respondent explains that the credit
When we compared foreign market
Information. We have used lrifonnation
value to purchase price sales, we
contained In SHBICO'S amended
expenses associated with those sales
adjusted foreign market value for
computer tape since It was verified and
where the customer never paid were
differences in credit expenses between
was submitted in response to a request
intentionally left blank because of
from the Department. Additionally, we
the two markets, in accordance with
SHEICO's argument that credit
§ 353.15 of the Departmenfs regulations
have excluded in our fair value·
expenses could not be calculated on
(19 CFR 353.15). When we compared
comparisons the:six transactions
these sales. Therefore, respondent states
foreign market value with exporter'fl
unreported prior to verification for the
that use of beat information available to
sales price, we deducted credit expenses ·reasons discussed in the Depattment's
calculate credit expenses on these sales
in Australia from foreign market value.
response to Comment ·2. · .
is inappropriate.
We also used indirect selling expenses
Comment 2: Respondent urges the
.
DOC-Position: We agree with
in the Australian market to offset United Department not to consider In Its
States selling expenses and
calculations certain U.S. sales made to a petitioner that these errors should be
corrected for ihe final determination,
commissions. in accordance with
. customer who has yet to pay Go-Sport,
and the Department has done so.
§ 353.15(c) of our regulations.
SHEICO's U.S. subsidiary. Respondent
SHEICO's claim for warranty
.
claims that these sales were not inade in However, the Department disagrees
with petitioner's contention that it.
expenses in the Australian market was
the ordinary course of _trade and,
should apply, as best information · ·
because payment for the goods was
disallowed since .this informatiOn could
otherwise available. the highest verified
not be verified.
never made, that a basic component of
credit expense where errors were found
In order to adjust for differences in
the sales transaction has not yet. taken
since most of theae diacrepanices
packing between the two markets, we
place... Respondent ~lso contends that if
occurred on sales which we excluded
these transactions are not deferred until
deducted Australian packing costs from
from our firial calcula.tions as described ·
· foreign market value and added U.S.
' an annual review, it would punish ·
packing costs. ..
. ' respondent unfairly with dumping duties above. Errors found on other'U.S. sales
were not of the type or magnitude that : .
We established separate categories of simply becaus.e It is involved in
would cause the Department to uat best
~·such or similar" merchandise, pursuant
litigation to recoup all monies· owed.
information available.
to section 771(16) of the Act. on the ·
plus Interest and punitive damages.
·
basis of thickness, fabric type and foam
Respondent further argues that if the
Comment 4: Petitioner claims -that
type. Where there were no identical
Department.decides to use these·
brokerage and handling ~qjenses and
products in the Australian market with
.transactions for the final determination,
certain claims related to U.S;t.nland
which to compare products sold to the
· then the entire one-year period of nonfreight charges on exporter's sales price
United States, we made adjustments to . PBfDleDt.shoUld not be considered a
transactions coUld not be verified. •
similar merchandise to account for . ·. . . ;_ · cNdlt expense since Go-Sport has no
. CoJisequently, ~tioiler statel ~the . ·· .
differences in the physical
. . . .. ' •· . coiltrOl over the payment time. Instead, · . Depai'tmeilt should adjust u.,ac~ ~ .· · ·
characteristics or the merchandise, h( '. . .·respondent claims that credit expenses• · Re•P<>ndenf~~er& ttuit1:0lt~:tcr ·.
accordance with section 773(a)(4)(C) or ·should.be imputed b&sed on the terms of petitioner's assertions. ·bl'Okerap and ··. ·
the Act. These adjustments were based
each invoice. Respondent also urges the
handling on the Go-Sport sales was ....
on differences in the costs of materials,
Department to impute indirect selling
by the Departmen~ and·ahould.
labor and directly related factory
expenses based on the "bad debt" from · verified
therefore, be used in the fin8l .
overhead.
the date on which payment was due oti, · determination.
·
·
.
Interested Parties' Comments
eachj~voice to the _dllte of the ~nal
DOC Position: We disagree With-·.
·
determination in this investigation.
petitioner that U.S. brokerage and _ · ·
Comment 1: Petitioner asserts that the
DOC Position: We agree with
handling could not be veri{ied. Although
. Department should base its final ·
respondent that all sales where the
some discrepancies we" fo~d. they
determination exclusively·on verified
customer has yet to pay respondent's
were not of a magilitude _to consider the
U.S. subsidiary should riot be included
information and should reject
use of best information available. As for
information submitted after the
in DID' fair value comparisons. This
U.S. inland freight. the reported amounts
verification,. including the amended
iriclud~s the six transactions unreported
were verified, with the exception of two
computer tape. Petitioner also urges the
prior to verification. We have not
invoices. For these two sales. we have
Department to assign zero sales prices
included these sales because we were
applied the highest verified U.$. inland
-to the aix unreported U.S. sales found
not able to calculate an acCW"ate credit
freight charge as the best information
during verification.
adjustment for them at this time.
otherwise available.
Respondent disagrees with
Moreover. they comprise less than one
petitioner's suggested that the
percent of the total value of FENL sold
Comment 5: Petitioner assert that the
to the United States during the P.0.1.
Department should reject the amended
Department must disallow SHEICO's
and the.unusual circUm8tances
computer tape submijted by SlifJCO ·
claim for warranty expenses in the .
since all data in the amended tape have
surroilnding these sales indicate that
Australian market since it could not be
been verified. Respondent further
they are not representative of the
.. venfied. Respondent. however, claims
contends that the tape was submitted in resp·otident's !lelling practices in the U.~ that warrant expenses were verified and
accordance with the Department's
market.
·
anould be allowed.
·
request that SHEICO amend Its sales
Comment 3: Petitioner claims that the
DOC
Position:
Since
warranty
, ..
listing. Respondent also explains that
Department should either correct errcin
expenses
claimed
0n AUsti'a1fliifAtei
the six sales reported at verification ·
found at verification on the reported ··
was not verified to the satisfaction <>f
were not, as petitioner suggests,
credit expenses of Go-Sport on
the Department. .we have disallowed
intentionally omitted from SHEICO's
exporter's sales price transactions or
warranty
expenses on those. Ai,tBtralian
original response. Therefore, no adverse apply the highest verified t:.redit expense
action should be taken against SHEICO
to those U.S. aales whe.-e respondent
understated its credit c:Oata:
·
with respect to these sales. ·.
Depsrtmentto base cs:edil.~~aJor_._,
DOC Position: We agree with
Respondent. however. claims that GoAustralian and U.S. purchase p.rlce sales
petitioner that the final determination
Spbrt did not understate certain credi~
on verified data because respondent
should be based exclusively on verified
expenses. as claimed by petitioner.

sa~:!:!!~~-~~j
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inaccurately reported credit on some
comparisons. we used the official
further manufacturing took pla"ce during
sales.
exchange rate in effect on the date of
the review period, we have considered
DOC Position: We agree and have
sale. in accordance with section 773
all of Go-Sport's operating expenses.·
based credit expenses claimed on
with the exception of those allocated to · {a)(l) of the Act, as amended by section.
Australian and U.S. purchase price sales repair and maintenance, to be selling
615 of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984
on verified information. Credit expenses expenses, We agree with.respondent
(1984 Act). For purchase price
on most purchase price sales were
that those selling expenses found at
comparisions. we used the exchange
under-reported because respondent
verification to be directly related to
rate described in § 353.56(a){l) of our
made a mathematical error in failing to
products other than FENL sheets should
regulations. All currency conversions
convert one component of the credit
not be included as indirect selling
were made at the rates certified by the
expense from U.S. dollars to New
expenses. These include show costs,
Federal Reserve Bank.
Taiwan dollars before totalling credit .
advertising, commissions, sales
charges. This has been corrected in
promotion, travel expenses. and sample
Verification
respondent's revised sales listing. .
costs. We also disregarded bad debt .
Comment 7: Petitioner contends that
expenses since these expenses relate to
As provided in section 776(a} of the
reported quantity discounts in both ·
sales of products other than FENL
Act, we verified all information relied
markets should be disallowed since this
The Department considered all
upon in making this final determination.
claim could not be verified.
remaining operating expenses of Go·
We used standard verification
DOC Position: We agree. No
Sport to be indirect selling expenses
procedures. including examination of all
documentation could be produced at
including portions of rent and supplies
relevant accounting records .·and original
verification showing quantity discounts.
allocated to the selling, warehouse and
source docriments provided by the
Comment 8: Petitioner claims that
office administration categories. We
resp!)ndent on relevant sales and
fumigation charges associated with
also allocated a portion.of the
financial
records.
Australian packing costs contain errors,
president's salary to repair and
which must be corrected in the final
maintenance, but included the remaining
Continuation of Suspension of
detennination.
portion in the pool of indirect selling
DOC Position: We agree that packing
Liquidation
expenses. Total indirect selling
was understated on Australian sales
expenses were allocated over sales of
We are directing the U.S. Customs
because SHEICO made a mathematical
all products.
·
Service to continue to suspend
error in calculating fumigation expenses.
Comment 11: Respondent contends ·
liquidation of all entires of FENL from
We have used the verified amounts in
that the total amount claimed by
Taiwan that are entered, or withdrawn
the final detennination.
SHEICO for indirect selling expenses on
from warehouse, for consumption, on or
Commenf9: Petitioner claims that the
Australian sales was verified and
after the date of publication of this
verification report shows that duty
should be used by the Department as an
notice in the Federal Register. The U.S.
drawback was overstated on four
offset to U.S. selling expenses on
Customs Service shall continue to
Australian sales. Therefore, these
exporter's sales price transactions ..This
require a eash deposit or the posting of a
discrepancies should be corrected f~r ·
includes rental on SHEICO's Lo Tung ·
the final determination.
sales office and any expenses put on the bond on all entries equal to the
DOC Position: We disagree. The
estimated weighted-average amount by
books during the P.O.I., even if paid
calculations in the verification report
outside the P.0.1.
. which the foreign market value of the
only included drawback associated with · Petitioner counters by requesting that
merchandise subject to this
the chemical blowing agent. and do not
the Department correct discrepancies
investigation exceeds the United States
include the second component of
found at verification on Australian
price, which is 0.80 percent of.the
drawback for nylon jersey. Therefore,
indirect selling expenses.
entered value of the merchandise..The
we fmd no discrepancies in the reported .,
DOC Position: As petitioner suggests,
suspension of liquidation will remain In
..drawback amounts when both
Australian indirect selling expenses
effect until further notice.
components
added together.
·11Bed in-mar fiaal calculations.a.re bas.ed
Respondent confirmed that ·the
on verified data. Furthermore, we agree
.ITC. Notification·
drawback amounts reported in the
with respondent that indirect selling
·
response are correct.
· In accordance with section 735(d) of
expenses should include rent on the Lo
Comment 10: Respondent claims that
Tung sales office and other indirect
the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
virtually all of Go-Sport's operating
. selling expenses accrued during the
determination. If the ITC determines
expenses are not related to FENL sales
P.0.1., even if paid outside the P.Q.I.
that materialinjur)', or threat of material
and are not indirect selling expenses.
since SHEICO uses the accrual method
. injury. does not exist. this proceeding
Respondent argues that the indirect
of accounting. The Department has,
will be terminated and all securities
selling expenses properly allocable to
· however, disallowed (1} the portion of
·posted as a result.of the suspension of
Co-Sport's tf.s. sales ale only those
the interest expense attributable to the
liquidation will be refunded or
indirect selling expenses incurred on the claimed credit expenses on Australian .
cancelled. However. if the ITC
sales of FENL sheets, and should not
and U.S. sales, because credit expenses
determint1s that such injury does exist,
include eipenses related to wet suits
have already been claimed as a
we will issue an antidumping duty order
and other acceSBories as well as those
circumstance-of-sale adjustment: and (Z)
directing Customs officers to assess an
expenses not related to the selling
expense's associated with a trip to
antidumping duty on FENL from Taiwan
function. Respondent further explains
Taiwan by the president· of Go-Sport.
entered. or withdrawn from warehouse,
that the corporate officer's salary should because this did not relate to Australian
for consumption after the suspension of
be excluded to be consistent with the
sales.
liquidation, equal to the amount by
Department's policy in past
Currency Conversion
which the foreign market value exceeds
JnvestigatioDS.
the U.S. price.
DOC Response: Since no assembly or
For exporter's sales price

are
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Thia determination la published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (ttp

u.s.c. 1873d(d)).

September Z8. 1987.

a- W. Mercer,
Acting Assistant Secretary for Trade
Adminitrotion.
.
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APPENDIX C
CALENDAR OF WITNESSES

A-46
CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

Fabric and Expanded Neoprene Laminate
from Tawan

Inv. No.

731-TA-371 (Final)

Date and time:

October 6, 1987 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Hearing
Room of the United States International Trade Commission, 701 E Street NW.,
in Washington, DC.
In support of the imposition of antidum.ping duties
Beveridge & Diamond, P.C.--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of
Rubatex Corporation
Bedford, Virginia
Hilton G. Tsoleas, Controller
Glen DeLong, Director of Quality Control
Alexander W. Sierck--OF COUNSEL
In opposition to the imposition of antidum.ping duties
Klayman & Gurley, P.C.--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of
Shei Chung Hsin Industrial Company, Ltd. (SHEICO)
Shink Shei, President, Go Sport, Inc.,
Spartanburg, South Carolina
John Gurley--OF COUNSEL

A-47

APPENDIX D,
RUBA~EX'S FA~~IC AND,EXPANDED NEOPRENE LAMINATE
GROSS PROFIT VARIANCE ANALYSIS AND GROSS PROFIT'BY GRADE

A-48
Effect of Volume and Price Variance on Gross Profit for Fabric-and-ExpandedNeoprene-Laminate Products of Rubatex, 1984 to 1986

Sales ..... ·..... 1.000 dollars ..
Cost of sales ............ do ....
Gross profit ........... do ....
Quantities ....... 1,000 sq. ft ..
A.

1984

1986

Total variance

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

Sales price/volume variance

Price variance - (change in unit price, 198'4-86) X 1986 volume

(* * * - * * *) x * * *

-

***

Volume variance - (change in volume, 1984-86) X 1984 unit price

(* * * - * * *) x * * *

Net sales variance

B.

- ***

-

***

Cost-of-sales cost/quantity variance

Cost variance - (change in unit cost, 1984-86) X 1986 quantity

- (* * * - * * *) x * * *

-***

Quantity variance - (change in quantity, 1984-86) X 1984 unit cost

- (* * * - * * *) x * * *

C.

- ***

Net cost-of-sales variance

-

***

Net sales variance
Net cost of sales variance
Gross prof it variance

-

***
***
***

Gross profit variance

!/ Calculated numbers differ from derived numbers because of rounding.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

A-49
~ubatex

Gross Profit by Fabric-and-Expanded-Neoprene-Laminate Grades
1984

1985

1986

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
-***
***

Net sales:
G23l-N ....•............... 1,000 dollara,.
008 , , , ...........•.............••.. do. . . .
B.5000 + R6000 ..... · . · · · · · · ......... do. . . .
Rl31-N + R1400-N ................... do....
Total net sales'!:./ .............. do....

***

Cost of sales:
G23l-N ............. , .. ·. ··· · ......... do....
008 .. , ............................. do....
R5000 + B.6000 ...................... do ... ,
Rl31-N + Rl400-N ................... do....
Total cost of sales~ ............. do....

***
***
***
***
***

Gross profit or (loss):
G231-N .............. ; .............. do....
008 ................................ do....
R5000 + R6000 ...................... do. . . .
Rl31-N + Rl400-N ................... do....
Total gross profit~ ........... do....
Gross profit or (loss) as a
share of net sales:
G231-N .......................... percent ..
008 ................................ do ... .
R5000 + R6000 ...................... do ... .
Rl31-N + Rl400-N ................... do .. ..
Total gross profit'!:./ ........... do ... .

***

***

***
***
***
***

***

'lrl:r*

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
~u

***

***

***
***

***

!/ Poor quality inventory was sold at scrap prices.
'!:./ Totals may diffe~ from table 8 totals due to rounding.
Source: Letter of Oct. 14, 1987, from Milton Tsoleas, Controller, in response
to information requested by the Commission's staff.

A-51

APPENDIX E
PRODUCERS' REMARKS

A-52
Rubatex Corp.--***
Kirkhill Rubber Co.--***

A-53

APPENDIX F
PURCHASES OF IMPORTED FABRIC AND EXPANDED NEOPRENE
LAMINATE BY THREE MAJOR WET SUIT ACCOUNTS

A-54
Fabric and expanded neoprene laminate: Purchases of imports by three major
wet suit accounts, by country or origin, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and
January-June 1987
{In thousands of square feet)
Item

1984

1985

1986

January-June-1987
1986

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***

* * *:

Japan ..........................
Taiwan .........................
Total ........................

*

*:
*Japan
..........................
Taiwan .........................
Total ........................

*:
* *Japan
........... _...............
Taiwan .........................
Total ........................

y

***
***
***
***

***

***

***

* * *·

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

